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Summary
A desk study and visit to Statia of a month with
interviews and field visits resulted in qualities,
challenges and ambitions for Statia and LT. A broad
range of spatial scenarios were developed and shared
with the inhabitants of Statia. Feedback received during
the exhibition revealed that creating a good coastal
protection is the biggest challenge for LT. Coastal
protection options were explored, but too many
uncertainties remained. Therefore the development
strategy advises to place developments in the higher
situated Upper Town, rather than in LT, and focus the
design on connecting these two areas. A no-regret
design was made for one area as incentive for future
developments.

Research-through-designing (RTD) is a method used
in the landscape architectural discipline, where
designing is used as a research method. Adaptive
Delta Management (ADM) is an approach used in the
Dutch Delta Programme to make water management
strategies while dealing with uncertainty in future
developments. In part one of this thesis (not included
in this report) an extensive coding research revealed
that in the Dutch Delta Programme, RTD was used to
localise the ADM approach in four different ways: as
an explorative method, a testing method, a method to
create synergy and as a communication method. Part 2
of this thesis (this report) aims to assess if RTD is indeed
a useful way to localise the ADM approach in a local
design case.

A reflection on the research process showed that RTD
was indeed a useful way to localise the ADM approach,
in particular for exploring problems and solutions and
defining new questions. However, using RTD in this way
results in local knowledge and not generalizable new
knowledge, which raises the question if RTD is an actual
research method.

The development of sustainable tourism in Lower Town
(LT), Sint Eustatius (Statia), a special municipality of
the Netherlands, is selected as a design case. LT has to
deal with water related issues, such a sea level rise and
coastal erosion, which make it an interesting case for
ADM. Sustainable tourism developments form a linkage
opportunity to give water management strategies an
added value. RTD within the ADM approach was used
as main method for the research. Part 1 of the thesis
and a literature study on sustainable tourism provided a
theoretical framework for the analysis and design.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Outline of the thesis
in the decision making process in a transparent way
(translated from Dutch: van Rhee, 2012 vii)” and that
the resulting adaptive plan takes into account multiple
futures, connects short and long term decisions, takes noregret measures, balances between robust and flexible
and connect with other investment agendas, such as
ecology or recreation. Within the ADM approach, RTD
is used as a method to connect and share knowledge
and not as a scientific research method to create new
knowledge (van Kapel, 2014) The main task of RTD, as
it was used in the Delta programme, is to localise the
ADM approach, thereby making water management
strategies area specific.

This MSc thesis consists of two parts: a research and
a design part (Ill. 1). In the research part the concepts
of Adaptive Delta Management (ADM) and Researchthrough-designing (RTD) were studied. ADM is an
approach that is used in the Dutch Delta Programme, in
which strategies for water management are developed
to protect the Netherlands from floods and to secure
the availability of fresh water (Deltaprogramma, 2011).
The ADM approach supports the development of water
management strategies, when future developments
are uncertain. RTD is a method used in landscape
architecture and other design fields, where designing is
used as a research method to create new knowledge
(Lenzholzer, Duchhart, & Koh, 2013). In the Delta
programme RTD is considered as an important method
to support the application of the ADM approach.
However, a clear definition of both concepts and their
exact relation was lacking. Therefore, the research in
part one of this thesis focused on figuring out the actual
use of the RTD method within the ADM approach in the
Dutch Delta programme (van Kapel, 2014).

The purpose of the second part of this thesis, is to
assess if RTD is a useful way of localising the ADM
approach in a concrete design case. The selected
case was provided by Rene Henkens from the WER
(Wageningen Environmental Research – former
Alterra) and concerns the creation of a design for the
development of sustainable tourism in the area of
Lower Town on Sint Eustatius. This project is part of a
larger project which concerns the development of a
Master plan for sustainable tourism on Statia (Henkens,
2014). This plan is being developed by the WER
(Wageningen Environmental Research), commissioned
by the St. Eustatius Tourism Development Foundation,

Part two of the thesis is built on the research findings
of part one and evaluates the applicability of the
ADM approach and RTD method in a design case. The
research showed that ADM ”is an approach (werkwijze)
to incorporate uncertainty about future developments

Part 1: research

Part 2: design

RTD in
ADM

Illustration 1: The relation between part 1 and part 2 of the thesis. This report presents part 2.
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to realize the ambitions for tourism developments on
Statia. The Master Plan itself is part of the TripleP@
Sea project, an umbrella project of Wageningen UR,
where the use of marine ecosystem services in three
different marine environments is researched. One of
these environments is the Dutch Caribbean, where
tourism is identified as one of these ecosystem services
(Wageningen UR, 2015). Researchers and students from
several disciplines contribute to the development of
the Master plan. Landscape architecture students were
involved in the project by Rene Henkens, in particular
to explore the spatial side of tourism developments. To

me in particular, the WER requested to develop visuals
to show the spatial implication of sustainable tourism
development in the coastal area of Lower Town.
The character of ADM to link water related assignments
with issues in other areas such as ecology and in this
case tourism, make this a suitable case to assess the RTD
approach within the ADM context. The island, located in
the Dutch Caribbean, has close ties to the Netherlands
- since 2010, Sint Eustatius is a special overseas
municipality of the Netherlands - but has a completely
different landscape, climate and culture. Sint Eustatius, in
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Illustration 2: Location of Statia in the Dutch Caribbean and study area Lower Town at the West side of the island (source: Bingmaps, 2017)
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Socio-economic challenges for Statia

particular the area of Lower Town, is not only confronted
with socio-economic and environmental challenges but
also with water management issues, such as sea level
rise and coastal erosion. The area is, however, not (yet)
included in the Dutch Delta programme. The fact that
Statia’s main ambitions for tourism development are
situated in a fragile coastal zone (Lower Town) combined
with the lack of knowledge on several important topics,
makes this project an interesting and suitable case to
test the application of RTD within the ADM approach.
The concepts of ADM, RTD and sustainable tourism are
further explained in chapter 2.

Statia is currently confronted with several socioeconomic challenges. There is a high level of
unemployment (8.8 %) especially among young people,
which results in many people leaving the island (i.e.
brain drain) (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots, Schenau, van
Leeuwen, Briene, & de Freitas MBA, 2010; Rijksdienst
Caribisch Nederland, 2010-2016, 2016). The economy
is highly dependent on one economic pillar; the oil
company NuStar has an transhipment site on Statia
(Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al., 2010), which makes it
vulnerable to (unforeseen) changes (e.g. Box 1: Aruba).
In contrast to most other Caribbean islands where
the economy largely depends on tourism (see Box 2),
tourism is underdeveloped on Statia. Big cruise ships
and white sandy beaches are absent and roughly 2000
tourists visit the island each year (HoogenboezemLanslots et al., 2010).

1.2. Sint Eustatius: case
The design case for this thesis is situated on Sint Eustatius,
or ‘Statia’ as it is called by the inhabitants. Statia is a
small volcanic island (21 km2) in the Dutch Caribbean
with just over 4000 inhabitants (CBS, 2015). The capital
and only city on the island is Oranjestad. Statia is part
of the Caribbean, an island group in the Caribbean
sea consisting of more than 700 islands, organised in
30 territories (Ill. 2) (United Nations Statistic Division,
2013). The average temperature is 27° and is quite
constant during the year. Statia has two seasons, a dry
season (February to June) and a wet season (June until
January) with heavy showers and an annual average
rainfall of 1000 mm (de Freitas, Rojer, Nijhof, & Debrot,
2012). Statia is situated in the Atlantic Hurricane region,
resulting in extreme weather conditions during the
hurricane season which lasts from June till September.
On average hurricane conditions pass over Statia every
4-5 years (Debrot & Bugter, 2010). The climate is further
influenced by a constant present cooling wind, coming
from the north east (MacRae & Esteban, 2007).

Koninkrijk der Nederlanden
Het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden bestaat uit 4 landen:
Nederland, Aruba, Curaçao en Sint Maarten.
Nederland

Aruba

Curaçao

Sint Maarten

Nederland

3 Bijzondere gemeenten
(Caribisch Nederland)
Bonaire

Constitutional situation
From 1954 till 2010 Statia was part of the Netherlands
Antilles, an autonomous country within the Kingdom
of the Netherlands, consisting out of six islands. In
2010, changes were made in the constitutional status
of the islands. Curacao and Sint Maarten continued
as autonomous countries within the Kingdom of
the Netherlands alongside Aruba, which became
independent in 1986. Bonaire, Statia and Saba (the BESislands) became special overseas municipalities of the
Netherlands and have a similar status to municipalities
in the Netherlands (Ill. 3) (Rijksoverheid, n.d.; TUBS,
2011).

Sint Eustatius

Caribisch deel van
het Koninkrijk

Saba

Bonaire, Sint Eustatius, Saba hebben een aparte status binnen
Nederland. Zij heten Caribisch Nederland. Met de landen Aruba,
Curaçao, en Sint Maarten vormen ze het Caribisch deel van het
Koninkrijk.
Caribisch deel van het Koninkrijk
1 Aruba
2 Curaçao
3 Bonaire

4 Sint Maarten
5 Saba
6 Sint Eustatius

0

1.000 km

Puerto
Rico

Dominicaanse
Republiek

4
5

1

Colombia

2

6

3

Venezuela

Illustration 3: the constitutional division of the Kingdom of The
Netherlands (source: TUBS 2011)
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Box 1: Aruba: a Caribbean example
In the 1980s Aruba struggled with major economic problems connected to the closing of the Largo oil refinery in 1985. Tourism
was suggested as the most promising solution and the government decided to focus on developing this sector (Vanegas Sr &
Croes, 2003). Today over 80% of Aruba’s economy depends directly or indirectly on tourism (International Monutary Fund,
2013). This development took 15 years but has made Aruba again economically dependent on one pillar, which caused problems
when tourism declined due to the economic crisis in 2008 (Vanegas Sr & Croes, 2003).

Box 2: Tourism in the Caribbean
The Caribbean is a famous tourist destination with its white beaches, palm trees, big resorts and cruise ships. In 2013, 25 million
people visited this region and spend $49 billion, which accounts for 14% of the total gross domestic product (Turner, 2014).
The first tourists visited this region already in the 18th century but the large increase in tourism came in the 1960, when the
islands became accessible by airplane (Gmelch, 2012; Pattullo, 1996). These huge tourism developments, however, also have a
downside. The negative impacts of tourism vary from environmental problems to social and cultural problems (Bennett, 2005).
Several problems for tourism in coastal regions mentioned in literature are a loss of cultural identity, increase in crime and
drug problems, pollution by waste dump of cruise ships and incomes that do not end up with the local inhabitants of the island
(Bennett, 2005; Davenport & Davenport, 2006; Pattullo, 1996).

Illustration 4: Ambitions for development of Statia with Lower Town as main focus for tourism development (source: Hoogeboezem-Lanslots
et al, 2010)
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Development perspectives for Statia
In light of the constitutional changes a Strategic
Development Plan (SDP) for Statia has been developed
(Ill. 4) (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al., 2010). In this plan
the vision for Statia’s development in the next decade is
formulated as followed: ‘In the future, the population
of St. Eustatius will enjoy a higher level of prosperity
in a liveable environment’ (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots
et al., 2010 7). To reach this goal Statia has to become
economically autonomous and less dependent on
one economic pillar (Henkens, 2014; HoogenboezemLanslots et al., 2010). As mentioned earlier, the
economy of Statia is largely driven by the American oil
company NuStar. Sustainable tourism development is
seen as one of the most promising ways to do increase
this economic independency (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots
et al., 2010).

The SDP states that ‘ In order to profit from the touristic
potential, it is necessary to improve the quality of the
amenities and the service level’ (HoogenboezemLanslots et al., 2010 35). The ambition is to do this in
a sustainable way and prevent the problems, such as
environmental and socio-economic problems, that
occurred on other Caribbean islands (see Box 1 and
2). The unspoiled character of Statia and the fact that
tourism is still undeveloped is therefore considered to
be an advantage. This is reflected in the slogan of the
St. Eustatius Tourism Development Foundation (SETDF):
“Unhurried, unspoiled, the Caribbean’s hidden treasure”
(St. Eustatius Tourism Development Foundation, 2013)
(Ill. 5).

Illustration 5: The slogan of Statia's Tourism Foundation (source: St. Eustatius Tourism Development Foundation, 2014)
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Within the scope of this preferred direction for tourism
development, the greatest ambitions and focus point
for tourism developments for Statia are situated in
Lower Town (Ill. 4) (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al.,
2010; St. Eustatius Tourism Development Foundation,
2012). This is a small coastal strip of approximately 1 km
long and 30 meters wide on the west-coast of Statia. It is
separated from Upper Town by a cliff of approximately
30 meters high (Ill. 6) This area is seen as having great
tourism potential because of its sheltered position from
the wind, its calm waters and the presence of two dive
shops, two hotels and the harbour. Current ambitions
are to develop a boulevard with hotels, restaurants
and bars (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al., 2010). The
WER requested to develop visuals to show the spatial
implication of sustainable tourism development in this
area. Therefore Lower Town will be the focus for the
design case.
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Challenges for sustainable tourism development
Developing sustainable tourism on Statia and in
particular in Lower Town brings along several socioeconomic and environmental challenges. A first
exploration of governmental documents showed that
many different and sometimes ambiguous ambitions
exist for tourism developments on Statia. The spatial
impact, options and consequences of these ambitions
are not always clear, which makes it difficult to decide on
a coherent development direction for tourism on Statia.
Community involvement is also a point of concern. In
general, people are aware of the development potential
of sustainable tourism, but it remains difficult to involve
‘ordinary’ locals in actual projects (Henkens, 2014).
When there is no community involvement, it will be
difficult to get a good image of the wishes of local
people, which could result in low support for the plans
and a slower development process.

Illustration 6: The project area of Lower Town, a small coastal zone
at the bottom of the cliff

The project area of Lower Town also has to deal with
several environmental challenges. Lower Town is a very
small and fragile coastal zone, with limited connections
to the rest of the island. There is no coastal protection,
which makes it vulnerable for hurricanes and possible
sea level rise as a consequence of climate change.
Predictions for probable sea level rise in this area
range from 0,18 m – 1,6 m (Debrot & Bugter, 2010),
in the worst case scenario the entire Lower Town will
be flooded. Another environmental challenge is the
erosion of the cliff that separates Upper and Lower
Town (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al., 2010). Knowledge
on how to deal with many of these challenges is often
incomplete or lacking.
16

1.3. Design and research purpose and
questions

1.4. Readers guide
In chapter 2 the concepts that form the theoretical
framework are explained. Chapter 3 describes the
design process and methods that were used in this
process. Chapter 4 provides the analysis that forms
the input for the design, which is described in chapter
5. In chapter 6 the research process and methods are
discussed. Chapter 7 forms the conclusion in which the
research question is answered.

The design purpose of this thesis is to make a design
for sustainable tourism developments in Lower Town,
which explores and visualizes the spatial possibilities
and implications of sustainable tourism development
and involves the local inhabitants of Statia in this
process. The results are meant to contribute to the
development of the Master Plan for Sustainable Tourism.
The assignment that was given by the WER asked for
a visualisations of the impact of sustainable tourism
developments in Lower Town. Current ambitions are to
develop a boulevard with hotels, restaurants and bars .
However, there are still many uncertainties and Lower
Town is a fragile coastal zone, first more research need
to be done on these issues before the actual design
question can be formulated. This question will be
explored during the research using a RTD process (see
chapter 2 and 3).
Even though part two of this thesis is a design case, it
also includes a research purpose. The research purpose
of this thesis is to assess the usefulness of the RTD in
localising the ADM approach as used in the Dutch Delta
programme. This thesis provides the opportunity to
study the applicability of the ADM approach outside
the typical Dutch context, which can provide valuable
lessons for the Delta programme. Finally, this project
provides the opportunity to get a better understanding
of the concept and use of RTD, which is relevant for the
Delta program and the development of the landscape
architectural discipline. Based on the design and
research purpose the following research question is
formulated:
Is RTD a relevant way of localising the ADM approach
in a design case: linking water management with the
development of sustainable tourism in Lower Town, Sint
Eustatius?
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1. Theoretical framework
2.
Characteristics of ADM approach

This chapter explains the different concepts that
form the framework for the design: Adaptive Delta
Management (ADM), Research through Designing
(RTD) and Sustainable Tourism. It describes their
characteristics and how the concepts are used in the
design case.

Adaptive Delta Management guides plan making and
executing short term actions, while securing long term
goals, even though future developments are uncertain
(Ill. 10). Over- or underinvestment is prevented and the
measures that are taken have a no-regret character. The
resulting plan or strategy is robust and flexible across a
1
possible range of futures. Robust means that a plan can
2.1. Adaptive Delta Management
absorb change. Flexible means that the plan itself can
Adaptive Delta Management (ADM) is an approach
change depending on future developments (Haasnoot,
that is used in the Dutch Delta Programme, a national
Handreiking Adaptief
Deltamanagement
Stratelligence
Kwakkel,
Walker, & ter Maat, 2013; Haasnoot,
consecutive programme that ran from 2010 till 2014. In
Middelkoop, Offermans, van Beek, & van Deursen,
this programme strategies for water management were
2012; Haasnoot, Middelkoop, van Beek, & van Deursen,
developed to protect the Netherlands from floods and
2011;onzekerheden
Walker, 2000;
Rahman,uit&en Cave,
2001).
of noemenswaardige)
zijn, dan Walker,
komt de verwachting
is bijstelling
onnodig
secure the availability of fresh water (Deltaprogramma,
The Ook
ADMwanneer
approach
as used
in voorbereidingstijd
the Delta programme
has de
en niet waardevol.
maatregelen
geen
hebben, wordt
2011). Developments regarding climate change
toegevoegde waarde
van deze benadering
kleiner; er is(van
dan Rhee,
minder 2012
noodzaak
the following
characteristics
6):om vooruit te
and socio-economic change, which influence
the
plannen.
functioning of the water system, are very uncertain
1. The ADM approach works with adaptation
2.2 theWAT ZIJN CENTRALE KENMERKEN VAN ADAPTIEF
(Ill. 8&9). Making water management strategies for
pathways instead of fixed images of the future
DELTAMANAGEMENT?
coming 50-100 years is therefore a difficult task. ADM
situation: Adaptation pathways are combinations
In adaptief deltamanagement staan de kortetermijnbesluiten in het licht van de langetermijndeals with uncertain processes and their impacts,
not
of behorende
measures
in the Delta
programme
that
opgaven en de daarbij
onzekerheden
centraal.
De kenmerken
vanaddress
adaptief deltaonly regarding climate change but also uncertainties
both
the
short
and
long
term
tasks.
An
adaptation
management zijn:
regarding population growth, new technologies,
is a combination
of plaats
measures
to prevent
a
A. Het zoeken pathway
naar verschillende
ontwikkelpaden in
van eindbeelden
(‘adaptatieeconomic developments and changes in people’spaden’); tipping point2 in the water system from occurring.
attitudes towards dealing with these problems. It ”isB.anHet verbinden van kortetermijnbeslissingen over de ruimtelijke inrichting en het waterADM approach connects short term decisions
langetermijnopgaven;
approach (werkwijze) to incorporate uncertainty aboutsysteem2.met The
with
term
not all measures
can van
future developments in the decision making processC. inHet verkleinen vanlong
de kans
op challenges:
over- en onderinvestering
door het waarderen
flexibiliteit
van
ontwikkelpaden;
be postponed to a moment in the future when
a transparent way (translated from Dutch: van Rhee,
D. Het verbinden
van investeringsagenda’s
met climate
die van verschillende
publieke
en private
more
knowledge about
change and
socio2012 vii)”.
partijen om synergie
te
realiseren.
economic change is available. Therefore, short
Daarbij wordt zoveel
mogelijk
aangesloten
bij de while
MIRT-systematiek.
verschillende
term
measures
are made
taking intoDeaccount
elementen worden hieronder
toegelicht.
long term
challenges.
1.5
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Illustration 8: 4 scenarios for climate change and socio-economic
Illustration 9: Uncertainty in climate change developments (source:
Figuur 4:
voorbeeld beschikbare bandbreedte onzekerheid (vergelijkbare illustratie is te vinden in
change (source: Deltaprogramma, 2011)
van Rhee, 2012)
gevoeligheidsanalyse berging Zuidwestelijke Delta, 2010)
zijn bepalend voor
hetapproach
Deltaprogramma
adaptief
1. In this subchapter the highlights of the ADM approachDe
arelangetermijnopgaven
described. A full explanation
of this
can beenfound
in deltamanagement.
part 1 of
Over
de
langetermijnopgaven
zijn
in
het
kader
van
klimaatverandering
diverse
berekeningen
the thesis van Kapel, I. (2014). A research into the relation between Adaptive Delta Management and Research through Designing
in the en
scenario’s gemaakt. Figuur 4 is daar een voorbeeld van. In de figuur is te zien dat de onzekerDutch Delta programme. Wageningen University, Wageningen..
heid, aangegeven met de bandbreedte, naar de toekomst toe steeds groter wordt. Deze onzeker-

2. A situation in the future when a policy or action no longer meets the specified objectives van Kapel, I. (2014). A research into the
relation between Adaptive Delta Management and Research through Designing in the Dutch Delta programme. Wageningen University,
Wageningen.. A full explanation can be found in part 1 of the thesis ibid.
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5.3
Verbinding
korte termijn – lange termijn
Het Deltaprogramma bestaat uit twee onderdelen:
The
approach
decreases
•3. Het
opADM
orde maken
van de
basis; the chances of
over
or
under
dimensioning
measures
by
• Voorbereiden op de toekomst enof
bezien
van gemaakte
valuing
the
flexibility
of
adaptation
pathways:
afspraken rondom veiligheid, waterbeschikbaarheid en
delaying measures decreases the chances of
ruimtelijke ontwikkelingen

over investment since more knowledge becomes
available over time. A too big delay, on the other
Voorhand,
een goede
voorbereiding
de toekomst
is het
nodig
results
in a lack toop
meet
the criteria
and
te redeneren
vanuit
de
lange
termijn
naar
de
korte
termijn.
leads to a tipping point. Therefore, the measures
Doorshould
nú eenbe
strategie
uitenough
te stippelen,
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•

Plan takes into account multiple futures

method to create new knowledge (van Kapel, 2014).
The use of RTD for the case on Statia is based on the
way in which RTD is used in ADM approach.

•

Plan connects short and long term decisions

RTD in the ADM approach

•

No-regret measures: prevent lock-in or lock-out
situations

•

Balance between robust, able to handle change, and
flexible, able to adapt to changing circumstances

•

Connect with other investment agendas: synergy

The ADM approach uses RTD (translated out of Dutch
from Delta program: ontwerpend onderzoek) as one of
its methods for strategy making in the Delta Programme.
RTD is used to localise the ADM approach (Ill.11?). This
means that knowledge, information and strategies are
made context-specific. This is done in four different
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Illustration 10: The ADM approach works with uncertain futures (source: Deltaprogamma, 2010))
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ways: as an explorative method (Ill. 12), a testing
method (Ill. 13), a connection method (Ill. 14) and as a
communication method (Ill. 15) (van Kapel, 2014).

results of using RTD as a communication tool are
divers. They create understanding and alignment
of different interests, thereby creating broader
support for the strategies. Secondly, RTD leads to
increased understanding of issues as well as effects
of developed strategies. RTD is specifically suited as
a communication tool for groups of people, because
its mode of communication differs from general
communication through words.

1. RTD used as an explorative method explores
problems and solutions and possible future
situations. Often this explorative character of RTD
results in more (research) questions.
2. RTD used as a testing method tests (water
management) strategies by linking them to regional
and local agendas and showing their effect in maps
and images. RTD in this case, is used as a feedback
tool to improve the strategy and create new insights.

?

3. RTD as a connection method creates synergy with
other tasks and gives the strategy an added value.
This is done by collecting and combining different
types of knowledge and search for synergy between
tasks in different areas, such as ecology, agriculture
and spatial planning.

?

Illustration 12: RTD as an explorative method

4. RTD as a communication method is specifically
used to connect different stakeholders and bridge
different interests. The key objective hereby is
not the creation or connection of knowledge, but
the enhancement of the communication between
different parties. RTD in the Delta Programme is
often used as a collaborative method, which means
it is done with multiple involved parties and also
specifically used to connect these parties. RTD in
this case is executed in so-called design charrettes,
workshops where people are jointly designing. The

Synergy
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!

Illustration 13: RTD as a testing method
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Illustration 14: RTD as a connection method
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Illustration 11: the use of RTD in the Delta programme as researched by Van Kapel in part 1 of the thesis (van Kapel, 2014)
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Illustration 15: RTD as a communication method
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2.3. Sustainable tourism

2.3.1 Sustainable tourism and landscape
architecture

Sustainable tourism development is a linkage
opportunity of ADM. Statia wants to adopt a sustainable
development strategy to tourism to broaden and
strengthen the economy, and enhance the welfare.
The SDP states the following principles for sustainable
development of the island (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et
al., 2010):
•

Authenticity and identity as starting points for
developments: identifying the unique qualities that
Statia has to offer and strengthen and protect these
qualities

•

Social welfare as a key to success: aiming economic
development at a growth in quality rather than in
quantity to achieve a higher level of welfare for all
inhabitants and to contribute to the quality of life
on Statia for now and in the future

This assignment takes place within a landscape
architectural background. The importance of a
landscape architectural view when dealing with
sustainable tourism developments has been expressed
in several (research) projects and theses (Borsje &
Tak, 2013; Brinkhuijsen, 2008; Henkens, 2014; van
den Berg & Koens, 2011; van der Lee, 2014). Tourism
takes place in a landscape setting. However, “in tourism
discourses, landscape is still seen as scenery, rather
than landscape as an experiential phenomena and
context” (Koh, 2008 in Koens & van den Berg, 2011 43).
Koens and van den Berg argue that within landscape
architecture domain, the landscape is the basis for new
tourism developments (2011). “This approach uses
place specific local characteristics and resources for new
developments. This creates an identity and coherence
in tourism landscapes, which can be used as a tourism
resource and improve local community life as well. This
will be the basis for sustainable tourism” (Koh, 2010 in
Koens & van den Berg, 2011 43). This is in line with the
intended developments on Statia to use Statia’s local
qualities (nature, culture, diving), as formulated by the
SDP and Tourism bureau (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et
al., 2010; St Eustatius tourism foundation, 2014).

To address the challenges presented by mass tourism
(see box 1) a development towards sustainable tourism
is suggested (Mowforth & Munt, 2008). The concept
of sustainable development gained prominence in the
1980’s and since then developed into a widely used
concept with different definitions (Telfer & Sharpley,
2008). The following definition is commonly used
“a process to meet the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs.” (Brundtland & World Commission on
Environment and Development, 1987 34). The United
Nations Environmental Platform (UNEP) together
with the World Tourism Organisation (WTO) have
drafted 12 sustainability aims to support sustainable
tourism developments (United Nations Environmental
Programme & World Tourism Organisation, 2005).
They define sustainable tourism as follows: “The
suitable balance between the environmental, economic
and socio-cultural aspects, which is established
to guarantee its long-term sustainability” (United
Nations Environmental Programme & World Tourism
Organisation, 2005 11). More recently, a governmental
and institutional dimension has been introduced as a
fourth sustainability dimension (Spangenberg, 2002).
These four aspects (environmental, economic, sociocultural and institutional) form the basis for analysis of
factors that influence the development of sustainable
tourism on Statia (the sustainable tourism analysis).
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2.3.2. Tourism in the landscape

Spatial relevant principles
sustainable tourism development
2.3.3.

To make a design for sustainable tourism on Statia, the
landscape and in particular the spatial components of
tourism within this landscape need to be understood.
According to Brinkhuijsen (2008 56) the expression of
tourism in the landscape consists out of four relevant
spatial components: attractions, facilities, routes and
the landscape setting:

for

Making sustainable tourism specific in a local design
is challenging, given the generic character of the
principles of sustainable tourism. Van der Lee (2014)
has researched spatial relevant principles to come to a
landscape design for sustainable tourism. For this she
used a list of principles, set up by the Global Sustainable
Tourism Council (GSTC) as part of the United Nations,
on basis of the starting points for sustainable tourism
of the World Tourism Organisation (World Tourism
Organization, 2004). This list is viewed by many authors
as being most complete and clear, compared to similar
lists with principles or guidelines and can be used for
different purposes (Blancas et al., 2011; Lozano-Oyola
et al., 2012; Tanguay & Rajaonson, 2013 in van der
Lee, 2014). Van der Lee (2014) specifically looked at
the spatial relevant principles from this list and made
them applicable for spatial designing. She divided these
spatial principles into five clusters. Each cluster contains
a couple of principles.

1. “Attractions are locations with special features that
attract visitors. Attractions are not scale-bound;
they may be small sites like a giant tree, a hill, a
historical element or an observation post and they
may cover larger areas like woods, water sports
centres, a coastal area or a National Landscape.
Attractions may be specially constructed for leisure
purposes or they be already present in a landscape.
2. Facilities guide visitors and provide them comfort.
Facilities include parking lots, benches, information
signs and toilets. Other facilities like playgrounds
and visitor centres can also be interpreted as
attractions; they can turn any location into a leisure
site.

•

3. Routes provide access, both external (the way
to get to a destination) and internal (the way to
move around). A route doesn’t necessarily need a
constructed road or path; a route may also be a
spontaneously chosen track in an area with free
access. Like attractions, routes are often furnished
with facilities like signs, car parks and benches.

Nature and culture as starting point for
development of tourism
This cluster is about natural and cultural qualities
that can serve as a basis for tourism developments.
Answering the questions in this clusters leads to
understanding of the landscape and culture of the
area.

•

4. The setting is defined as the overall environment
- the landscape - in which leisure takes place. It
determines the realm and atmosphere, the scenery
and the stage for leisure. The setting may be just a
backdrop setting; it may also have strong symbolic
meaning or be the very subject of leisure (see also
Potteiger and Purinton 1998).

Experiencing natural and cultural qualities is
possible
Principles in this cluster aim to make the natural and
cultural qualities of the area accessible to visitors,
physically as well as mentally. It is about providing
information, creating access to the area and include
visitors (tourists and local people) in the experience
of the area.

Attraction, facilities, routes and setting are
interconnected and may overlap. One cannot function
without the other” (adapted from Brinkhuijsen, 2008
56). This framework has been used to analyse the
current spatial components of tourism in the landscape
of Statia.

•

Careful use of natural resources
This cluster aims to make efficient use of natural
resources for tourism activities. This includes the
choice for materials and thinking about the impact
of the tourism activities on the area.
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•

•

Socially sensitive and interactive plan processes
This cluster focuses on the societal context in which
tourism developments take place. These principles
aim to involve the different stakeholders in the plan
process, especially the local community, which is
often ‘forgotten’ or difficult to get involved.

Development of recreation and tourism in
coherence with other developments
Plans can be developed more efficiently and get
an added value when they are linked and tackled
together with other developments. These principles
aim to look at these linking opportunities and
possible combinations with other developments.

Landscape architecture

ADM

ST

Method: RTD in ADM

The case: Lower
Town, Statia

Illustration 16: Use of the Theoretical framework for the research: Landscape architecture forms the background in wich ADM and sustainable tourism provide guidelines for the design and RTD within the ADM approach is used as main research method.
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Conclusion
The ADM characteristics and the spatial principles for
sustainable tourism overlap at several points and can
complement each other. They both aim for synergy in
their plan with developments in other areas, making
sustainable tourism a good linking opportunity for ADM.
The local character of sustainable tourism fits well with
the aim of ADM to localise water management strategies
through RTD. This includes socially sensitive and
interactive plan processes, which is also an important
part of RTD within the ADM method. Taking no-regret
measures includes making careful use of natural
resources. A combination of ADM and sustainable
tourism principles will be used as guidelines to support
decision making during the research process. They can
function as assessment criteria to help evaluate design
alternatives. New ideas will continuously be checked,
assessed and adapted according to these guidelines.
They also provide insight in the necessary information
for the analysis. The following combined guidelines will
be used during the research process:
•

Plan synergies water management strategies
with sustainable tourism development;

•

Plan takes into account multiple futures;

•

Plan connects short and long term decisions;

•

Plan takes no-regret measures, including careful
use of natural resources;

•

Use local cultural and natural qualities as
starting point for developments;

•

The plan process is socially sensitive and
interactive.

RTD will be used as the main method within the context
of ADM and sustainable tourism, to test its suitability
to localise the ADM approach (Ill. 16). The localising
character of RTD can help to make the different scenarios
area specific. The explorative character of RTD can help
to specify the actual design challenge, to identify the
missing knowledge and explore possible solutions.
The testing character seems suitable for showing the
impact of the different possible solutions in maps and
images, making it possible to decide on the most fitting
(combination of) solution(s). The connecting character
of RTD could help to integrate different tasks (water
and tourism), thereby contributing to the creation of an
integrated and sustainable design. The communicative
character of RTD can contribute to the specific wish
to increase the involvement of the ‘ordinary locals’,
by making them aware of the possibilities for tourism
developments and collect the different ambitions and
wishes regarding tourism development.
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and local knowledge
regarding tourism
development

2. Analysis

2. Landscape and
tourism analysis

3. Design options for
tourism development

1. Walk-in exhibition

Step 2

1. Fieldwork Statia

Step 1

Illustration 17: Expected Research-through-design process in this study
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3.
2. Methods and materials
3.1. Preparation

The theoretical framework showed that RTD seems a
promising way to localise the ADM approach. Since the
design is used as a case to explore the applicability of the
RTD method within ADM in a design case, it can be seen
as an explorative process (Deming & Swaffield, 2011).
RTD is the research strategy and designing is one of the
research techniques used within this strategy. Because
there is also a design task attached to the research,
designing as a technique is thus used as a research
technique as well as a technique to make a design.

3.1.1. Building the theoretical framework
To develop a theoretical framework, literature on the key
concepts in this thesis is studied. As mentioned earlier,
information on the ADM approach and RTD method is
gathered from part one of this thesis. Due to the topic
of the design case, the concept of sustainable tourism
is added to the framework. The framework results in a
definition of the concepts and an idea on how they can
be used in the research (chapter 2).

Because of the explorative research character, it
is not clear yet how the entire process will unfold.
Nevertheless, the basic process can be described, in
which the first steps can already be identified (Ill. 17).
A RTD process is an iterative process consisting of a
constant feedback between the theory, the analysis
and design options on different scales. Each step within
this process, no matter how big or small, consists of
some form of data collection, analysis and synthesis
of the information. A result of a step is taken as input
for the next step. This can be a design option but also
the identification of missing knowledge, leading to new
research questions. During the process, the focus will
shift from data collection to synthesis, especially during
the detailing and shaping of the actual design, but all
3 components will be present throughout the entire
process.

3.1.2. Exploring the scope of the case
To make a research proposal, a first exploration of
the scope of the case is made by means of literature,
(policy) documents, maps and through interviews with
five experts (see appendix 2). As a preparation for
the field work, contact is made with the head of the
tourism bureau on Statia, Charles Lindo, the director of
the Planning bureau on Statia, Siem Dijkshoorn and the
director of the Caribbean Netherlands Science Institute
(CNSI), Johan Stapel. The proposal for the design case
is shared with the commissioner (Charles Lindo) and
options for doing a workshop with inhabitants of
Statia are explored. Maps and interview questions are
prepared for the field work on Statia.

Within this RTD process different steps will be
undertaken (Ill. 17). First, the theoretical and design
framework are made and a first exploration of the
scope of the case is conducted to make a proposal for
the approach of the design assignment. Thereafter, the
island of Statia is visited during the period of a month
to collect data for the analysis and to make a start with
the design. In the Netherlands this design is further
developed using an iterative process of analysing and
designing. The data and results are validated through
triangulation, using different sources of information
and transparency throughout the design process (J. W.
Creswell, 2009). The research and design methods will
be explained in more detail in the following sections.

3.2. Step 1: Getting to know Statia
3.2.1. Field Work and data collection
From the 11th of November to the 11th of December
2014 the island of Statia was visited. Collaboration
during the field work is sought with Mart Reiling, a
fellow student who visited Statia in the same period
to work on a different area of the Master plan for
sustainable tourism. A work space is provided at
the Planning Bureau at Fort Oranje on top of the cliff
overlooking Lower Town. The CNSI provides housing
and another workplace together with students from
other disciplines.

1. The national holiday of Statia, celebrated on the 16th of November and surrounded with a week of activities called 'Statia week' (see
chapter 4).
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3.3. Step 2: Walk-in exhibition
A first inventory showed that mobilizing people on Statia
is very difficult (Henkens, 2014). Therefore, the idea is to
organise a low threshold walk-in exhibition, instead of a
more extensive workshop. The community of Statia will
be invited to comment on the different design options.
Each person is given post-its and is asked to write their
likes and dislikes for the design options. This walk-in
exhibition provides information about the preferences
on tourism development of the Statian community
and also functions as an incentive for their awareness
concerning tourism.

Several techniques are used to collect information and
triangulate the results (J. W. Creswell, 2009). A desk study
is carried out to gather maps, documents and literature.
Field studies aree done and included field visits on
the entire island and more detailed studies in Lower
Town, semi-structured interviews with stakeholders
and experts, and open interviews with local inhabitants
and tourists. The latter can be conducted on the street
or in other informal settings, such as a café or bar. In
appendix 2 an overview of the interviews can be found.
Another part of the field work includes taking part in
the social life on Statia to get an impression of the life
on Statia. This includes joining social gatherings such as
going to the church, taking part in the remembrance
of Statia Day1 or participating in the weekly karaoke
evening which is immensely popular among Statians.
Also more formal events are attended such as an
information evening about a revision of the Spatial Plan
addressing tourism development.

3.4. Step 3 – X: Design development
From this point forward, the exact steps in the research
and design process are not yet completely clear. It is
expected that back in the Netherlands, a development
strategy will be drafted, based on the feedback from
the walk-in exhibition and the field work results. This
strategy for the sustainable tourism developments in
Lower Town will be developed into a design. The research
and design process is an iterative process consisting of a
constant feedback between the theoretical and design
framework, the analysis, the development strategy
and the spatial design, resulting in an adjustment
and refinement of the strategy as well as the design
itself. To obtain additional knowledge and identify
design possibilities, several explorative studies will be
conducted. These small studies are an essential part of
the design process. The design will be constructed at
different scales. Some areas demand more detailing and
sometimes a broader view has to be taken to see the
design in its context. A constant feedback between the
different scales is necessary for a proper harmonization
in the resulting design. The final design will be assessed
according to the characteristics of an adaptive plan
(ADM) and the spatial relevant principles for sustainable
tourism (see chapter 2). Sketches throughout the report
will provide insight into the steps that were actually
taken in the process.

3.2.2. Analysing the data
The collected data are combined and visualized in maps
with corresponding text. With the collected data the
landscape, current state of tourism on Statia and factors
that influence sustainable tourism developments
are analysed (chapter 4). To obtain an in-depth
understanding of the context of the case, both the island
of Statia and Lower Town are analysed. Subsequently,
the interpretation of data leads to an overview of
challenges and qualities in the area. These compose
the starting point for the development of a strategy for
Lower Town, eventually leading to the design.

3.2.3. Development of design options
The information of the analysis is used as a starting
point for the design. A broad range of design options
for sustainable tourism in Lower Town are developed,
that will be visualised in maps, sketches and Photoshop
images. For the communication about these design
options to the local community, it is necessary to
organise some sort of workshop.

3.5. Evaluation
To answer the research question, an evaluation of the
research process is necessary. This will provide insight
into the steps that were actually taken in the process
and makes it possible to assess if RTD is a useful way
of localising the ADM approach. This evaluation will be
done in de discussion (chapter 7).
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Illustration 18: An impression of the landscape of Statia (Reiling & Van Kapel, 2014)
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3. Analysis: qualities and challenges of Statia
4.
This chapter contains the analysis that provides the input
for the design. The theoretical framework determines the
information that is needed to answer the main research
question. The landscape architectonic perspective and
localising character of ADM and sustainable tourism,
make it necessary to gain a proper understanding of the
landscape of Statia, in particular Lower Town, and its
genesis through natural and human influences. Because
of ADM and sustainable tourism, extra attention is
paid to the water system and the spatial components
of tourism within this landscape. In addition to this
spatial side an understanding is needed of the factors
that influence the development of sustainable tourism
(socio-economic-institutional situation) and the current
ambitions for tourism development on Statia.

4.1. The landscape of Statia

This chapter consists therefore of a landscape analysis
that describes the physical landscape including the
water system and the human influences that adapted
this landscape, an analysis of the spatial components
of tourism on Statia and in Lower Town and an analysis
of the factors that influence the development of
sustainable tourism (environmental, economic, sociocultural and governmental/institutional). The chapter
concludes with an overview of the qualities and
challenges for sustainable tourism development on
Statia and in Lower Town, based on the analysis. These
qualities and challenges in Statia’s landscape will form
the basis for new developments.

Box 3: Biodiversity on Statia
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Ridge and dome-shaped volcanic hills

Crater slopes

Valleys and alluvial plains

Crater rim

Colluvial fan

Old crater pipe

Boven area

Statia developed out of volcanic activity and is shaped
like a saddle (Ill. 18, 19 & 20). It consists of an old
volcanic part (the North – The Boven area) and a younger
volcanic cone called the Quill (the south). The relatively
flat middle part of the island (The Kultuurvlakte)
consists of volcanic deposits from the Quill that filled
up the area between the two volcanic complexes (Rojer,
1997). The variation in soil types, the height and relief
and the variation in slopes determine the possibilities
for land use and ecosystems. This diversity led to the
development of a rich biodiversity, considering the size
of this island (see box 3).
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Fifteen different vegetation communities can be found on
the island with one endemic species, the Statia Morning
Glory (Ipomoea sphenophylla) (Stoffers, 1960 in Rojer,
1997). There is a big variation of fauna, like the endangered
Antillean Iguana (Iguana delicatissima), the endemic redbellied racer snake (Alsophis rufiventris) and a large variety
of birds (Jongman, Meesters, & Debrot, 2010). Statia’s
diverse nature is protected in two terrestrial National Parks.
The Quill-Boven National Park (540 ha) includes the entire
Boven area, the part of the Quill above an altitude of 250
m and the limestone formation White Wall. The second
national park, the Miriam C. Schmidt Botanical Garden (5.3
ha), lies on the east side of the Quill. Statia also has a marine
ecosystem which is protected in Statia’s third National Park,
The St. Eustatius National Marine Park (27.5km2). The park
protects a variety of habitats, including coral reefs, sea grass
meadows, shipwrecks and artificial reefs and covers the
area around the island to 30m depth (Jongman et al., 2010;
Stenapa, n.d.-a).
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Illustration 19: Sint Eustatius with the Boven Aria in the North, The Quill in the South, and the Kultuurvlakte in the middle
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The Boven area

The Quill

The northern part, called The Boven area, is estimated
to be around 500.000 years old and consists of multiple
volcanic hills of maximum 289 meter (Ill. 20) (Rojer,
1997). Through the ages the volcanic hills have been
strongly eroded and flattened. The poorly drained soil
resulted in the formation of many valleys, which give this
area its open character (Ill. 21). This results in different
viewing points throughout the entire area. Streams that
shaped the valleys end in the ocean and form small bays
along the coast.

The southern part of the island consists of one volcanic
cone of 600 meter high, estimated to be 40.000-50.000
years old (Ill. 20) (Rojer, 1997). This volcano, named the
Quill, is iconic to the entire island, due to its size and
shape. It is a dormant volcano; the last eruption was
around 250 CE (± 150 years) . The Quill can be discerned
in three parts: the outer slopes, the crater rim and the
crater. On its southern slope a limestone formation
can be found that consists of coral reef that has been
pushed up by volcanic activity, named White Wall.

The vegetation in the Boven area is half open and
consists mainly of thickets and low trees. Many ruins of
former forts can be found in the area, especially on the
hill tops. There are no buildings in the area except for
the terminals of NuStar, an oil company that is situated
on the west side of the Boven area (Ill. 22).

In general the Quill is densely vegetated with a
big diversity of vegetation communities, thereby
contributing to the biodiversity of the island. A large
variety of animals inhabit the Quill (see box 3). Besides
some endemic and endangered species, lots of
roosters and chickens wander around and hermit crabs
(Coenobita clypeatus) roll down the Quill slopes.
On the lower slopes the vegetation is dense. Higher up
the Quill trees stand less close together and provide a
more open outlook. On the rim of the crater open spaces
in the vegetation provide views into the crater and the
surroundings. In the crater a totally different world
exists which consists of a tropical rainforest with huge
trees and fruit trees which are remains of plantations
(Ill. 23). In general there are not many buildings on the
Quill, but more luxurious houses are starting to expand
on the northern lower slopes.

Illustration 21: The Boven area with eroded hills and valleys

Illustration 22: The oil company NuStar located in the Boven Area

Illustration 23: Tropical rainforest in the Quill crater
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Illustration 24: Cross section of Statia
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The Kultuurvlakte
protects the area from the wind. These conditions result
in a different way of land use. The strong winds on the
northeast coast resulted in big grassy open areas on top
of cliffs with little vegetation. Due to its lack of protection
from the wind the area is sparsely built. Salt spray limits
options for agricultural use (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et
al., 2010). The largest beach of the island is Zeelandia
Bay and lies on the northeast coast (Ill. 26). This beach
is an important nesting place for turtles. Beaches on
Statia have black sand which is made up from titanium
and iron weathered from the volcanic rocks (MacRae &
Esteban, 2007).

The flat area between the two volcanic complexes,
called Kultuurvlakte, consists of volcanic deposits from
the Quill (Ill. 20). Every time the Quill erupted, ashes and
pumice were deposited in the area between the Boven
Area and the Quill. These deposits developed into a
layered soil on the lower, gentle slopes of the Quill and
the Kultuurvlakte, that is well drained and fertile: Statia
sandy loam soils (Koomen, Makaske, & Verwer, 2012).
These soils were used in colonial times for plantations
and later on for agricultural purposes (see chapter 4.3).
After the seventies this use decreased and nowadays
only small plots of land for agricultural use are left near
Zeelandia Bay (Personal communication, 2014). The
soft nature and layered structure of the soil, make it
susceptible to (top soil) erosion (Koomen et al., 2012).
This can be seen in the cliffs that have formed along the
entire coast as a result of erosion by the sea (Ill. 24 &
25).
The Kultuurvlakte is an open and diverse area,
characterized by different forms of land use. The
northeast and southwest side of the island differ a lot
due to the dominant wind direction (Ill. 24, 25 & 26).
On the northeast side there are strong winds, on the
southwest side, especially in Lower Town, the cliff

In the middle of the Kultuurvlakte lies the airport.
Most developments on Statia take place on the more
protected south-western part of the island. Building
is mainly situated in Oranjestad, the capital and only
city of the island, but has recently been spreading in
the direction of the airport and the lower slopes of
the Quill. There are some buildings near Zeelandia Bay
and ruins of the old plantations are scattered over the
area. Oranjestad consists of an Upper and Lower Town,
separated by a cliff of 10-40 meters high (Ill. 24 & 25)
(Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al., 2010). Upper Town
has an old historic centre with a fort (Fort Oranje),
characteristic little houses and other historical buildings.

Illustration 25: Protected West coast of Statia - Lower Town

Illustration 26: Windy East coast of Statia - Zeelandia Bay
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the harbour. Lower Town contains a small beach and
many ruins of colonial warehouses lay in the shoreline.
Other remnants of warehouses are buried under
erosion material of the cliff.
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Illustration 27: The landscape of Lower Town with 2 building clusters and a small beach (1:10.000)
Illustration 28: View of Lower Town
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4.2. The history of human influences

the Americans recognize the importance of this event
for their independence (W. Hellebrand, personal
communication, 2014). This event is commemorated
every year on Statia’s national holiday ‘Statia day’ and
forms the starting point of a whole week of festivities
called Statia Week.

The landscape of Statia is not only influenced by
physical processes but also by human interventions. At
the moment Statia’s cultural history is seen as one of
the most important tourism attractions, next to nature
and diving. Therefore a short overview is given of this
history and its influence on Statia’s landscape.

The remains of forts, plantations and old slave buildings
that can be found on the island today are reminders of
Statia’s turbulent history. Different fruit bearing trees
like banana trees are present within the Quill. Lower
Town used to be entirely built area, but collapsed due to
an earthquake in 1843 and was never rebuilt. Remains
of the ruins can be found in the cliff and on the shoreline
(Stelten, 2012).

Statia’s history is a turbulent one. Because of its
geographical position in the Caribbean, the island
used to be an important seaport from the 17th till the
beginning of the 19th century. The Dutch claimed the
island in 1636. Because of its strategic position, Statia
was a very sought-off and hard-fought island; it changed
hands 22 times between the Dutch, French and English.
In the 17th century the West India Company used the
fertile soils of Statia for the sugar and tobacco industry.
At that time almost the entire island was covered with
plantations (Ill. 29). Slaves from African countries were
brought to the island to work on the plantations. Most
people that live on the island today are descendants of
the slaves. In the 18th century Statia’s’ position as a free
port flourished. As many as 3500 ships a year lay anchor
at the harbour in Lower Town and more than 10.000
people inhabited the island, four times as much as there
are today (Ill. 29 &30) (Stelten, 2012). From that time
stems its nickname ‘The Golden Rock’, as it is nowadays
still referred to. The harbour and all warehouses were
situated in Lower Town, which had almost as many
inhabitants as the whole of Oranjestad has today and
was completely built up (Ill. 30).

Illustration 29: Statia during the Golden Age with plantations and
forts (Walter Hellebrand collection)

On November 16th 1776 Statia saluted the American
fleet, thereby being the first country to acknowledge
the independence of the United States. This event,
known as ‘the first Salute’, brought on the wrath of
the English, who started a war with the Dutch. This
eventually led to a decline of Statia’s’ trading position
and economy, until in the 1950’s Statia’s population
was less than a 1000 people (Stelten, 2012). Nowadays

Illustration 30: Lower Town as an important seaport during the
Golden age (Walter Hellebrand collection)
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the roaming goats and steep slope off the cliff, causes
erosion of the cliff at the sides of the Glaes Gut, which
blocks the water catchment and causes safety risks (Ill.
36). Water remains on the top of the cistern, forming
a breading nest for mosquitoes (Ill. 37). The gully that
runs next to Fort Oranje also contributes to the erosion,
since it stops at the top of the cliff after which the water
just flushes down (Ill. 35). The removal of old slave
walls, deforestation and an increased paved surface
have caused increased storm water runoff and erosion
on Statia (MacRae & Esteban, 2007). The water contains
eroded sediment, which is deposited at the top of the
Glaes Gut. The sediment blocks the water drainage
and creates a messy appearance (Ill. 34)). The lack of
a proper sediment catchment, also along the rest of
the cliff, causes sediments to flush into the sea forming

bou

r

Statia is a small island without big rivers or underground
water reservoirs. For a long time Statia depended on
rainwater as a main source of fresh water. Rainwater
is collected on the roofs from where it is transported
and stored in cisterns (Ill. 31). Rainwater that is not
collected infiltrates into the ground or is transported
through gullies and over the streets towards the lower
lying coast. Small walls are used to direct the rainwater
towards the different gullies along the cliff, thereby
preventing erosion of the cliff. In their turn, the gullies
transport the water down the cliff towards the sea. One
of these gullies is the Glaes Gut next to Fort Oranje. In
the 1977 this gully was transformed into a concrete
water structure that also includes a cistern for water
storage. The water runs from the streets of Oranjestad
towards the Glaes Gut, guided by small walls of basaltic
lava stones of 30- 75cm. At the Glaes Gut the water
cascades down a series of staircases and is collected in
a cistern of 1223m3 next to the Old Gin House. From
there it is transported through a channel towards the
sea (Ill. 32 & 33).
Har

S tro

Old
v

4.3. The water system

Despite the water directing walls, the water is not
discharged properly everywhere. This, combined with

Illustration 31: Making the water system on Statia understandable
through sketching

Illustration 32: Exploration of the water flow towards the Glaes Gut,
based on the contour lines and streets (1:30.000)

Illustration 33: Water flows over the streets through Upper Town, directed by smal walls to the Glaes Gut and Lower Town (1:7000)
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a threat to the marine ecosystems and quality of the
water for diving and snorkelling (MacRae & Esteban,
2007; Sybesma, van ‘t Hot, & Pors, 1993). Dissolved
hazardous substances in the water such as oil also pose
a threat for the marine ecosystem (MacRae & Esteban,
2007).

and lack of a proper route along the Glaes Gut, limit
the possibility to experience the water structure. It
seems that the water is transported directly towards
the sea (Ill. 38), even though it is supposed to be used
for ’agricultural purposes’ according to the Spatial
development plan (van der Velde, HoogenboezemLanslots, & Schenau, 2011). With limited and expensive
fresh water availability on Statia this seems like a missed
opportunity.

The Glaes Gut is damaged by the force of the water
running down. Thereby the quick discharge of water

Illustration 34: Remaining deposits at the top of the Glaes Gut
Illustration 37: Remaining water on top of the cistern

Illustration 35: Gully next to Fort Oranje causes erosion

Illustration 36: Erosion of the cliff next to the Glaes Gut

Illustration 38: Water is discharged in Lower Town towards the sea
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4.4. Spatial components of tourism
In the theoretical framework, 4 spatial components
of tourism in the landscape were recognised, namely
attractions, facilities, routes and the landscape setting,
This section describes the current spatial components
of tourism in the landscape and the challenges related
to these spatial components (Brinkhuijsen, 2008).
Sketching and drawing to figure out these interesting
spatial components formed an important part of the
research process (Ill. 39).

Illustration 39: Sketching to uncover the historically interesting places in Upper and Lower Town (1:10.000)
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Illustration 40: Current spatial components of tourism on Statia
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Illustration 41: Challenges for spatial components of tourism on Statia
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Illustration 42: Spatial components of tourism in Lower Town (1:10.000)
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Attractions
The main attractions of Statia are the different natural
areas on land and under water, and the historical relicts.
Most tourists that come to Statia visit the island for
diving, followed by eco-tourism and cultural heritage
(Ill. 40 & 41) (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al., 2010).
Finally, people also come to the island for educational
and volunteering purposes.

Illustration 43: Natural attraction: the Quill

Diving takes place in the Sint Eustatius National Marine
Park on the west side of the island (the leeward side)
where the coral reefs and a couple of shipwrecks are
located (Ill. 43). The reefs are located very close to the
coast, there are many diving locations in a small area
so there is a big variation in diving possibilities and
the locations are in good shape. Another activity is
snorkelling, which is possible from the beach in Lower
Town and in a few others bays along the south-west
coast of the island (Ill. 42). The sea on the eastside
of the island (a.o. Zeelandia bay) is too rough for
swimming. In Lower Town it is possible to snorkel along
the submerged breakwater on which new reefs have
formed (Harris & Cimaglia, 2005). This is also the place
where most people go for a swim and watch the sunset.
Lower town only has a narrow beach, but provides the
easiest access to the water with a calm sea due to the
protection from the wind offered by the cliff (Ill. 42).

Illustration 44: Natural attraction; diving in front of the coast of
Lower Town (source: www.statia-tourism.com, 2017)

The two terrestrial National Parks form a natural
attraction and are suitable for hiking (Ill. 44). In the
Boven area, on the Quill and on different places
along the coast viewpoints are located, which present
different outlooks over the island and beyond (Ill. 46).
The different types of animals that inhabit the Quill, in
particular rolling crabs and roosters, contribute to the
experience of the Quill. On the southeast side of the
Quill The Miriam C. Smith Botanical Garden is situated,
which preserves many native species and provides
information about the rich biodiversity on the island.
It also offers an educational route for children, a bird
trail and a shaded resting place with views towards St.
Kitts which is also an ideal spot to see the sunrise. In
Zeelandia bay a turtle hatching site can be found, which
attract eco-interested tourists and volunteers.

Illustration 45: Cultural attraction: Historical site Fort Oranje

The remnants of Statia’s turbulent history form an
attraction for tourists interested in cultural heritage
(Ill. 45). Statia has two museums, the historic centre of
Oranjestad with Fort Oranje, Fort de Wind near White
Wall and a number of ruins scattered around the island.
Especially in the shoreline of Lower Town and on the
hilltops in the Boven area, many ruins can be found.

Illustration 46: View over Statia from the Quill
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Tourist usually visit Fort Oranje that is located at the top
of cliff next to the Bay path, which forms the connection
between Upper and Lower Town (Ill. 42 & 45).

an increasing number of historically valuable buildings in
the city are emptying out and degenerate. Even though
there are no specific ambitions for tourism development
in this area the degeneration of the buildings could have
a negative impact on the experience of tourists in the
area.

Finally, there is a group of people (approximately 50100 a year) who come to the island for educational
purposes and/or volunteer work. Secar and Stenapa
offer programs for students, researchers and volunteers
to participate in their projects (St. Eustatius Centre for
Archeological Research, n.d.; Stenapa, n.d.-b). The CNSI
also facilitates students but does not have a special
programme in which they can participate (Carribean
Netherlands Science Institute, n.d.). Although it is open
for discussion whether these groups can be seen as
tourists it has to be said that in this way a big number
of foreigners come to Statia who also have a specific
interest in the island. Usually they stay for a longer
period (minimum one month) and during this time they
participate in the activities that are available and in this
way contribute to the economy of the island.

Interviews with tourists showed that they would like
to do more activities and spend more money, but they
currently see no opportunity at the island to do so
(Personal communication, 2014).
Facilities
The facilities on the island are mainly concentrated in
Oranjestad, in particular in Lower Town and the centre
of Upper Town (Ill. 40 & 41). There are 5 hotels with
approximately 75 beds on the island. The biggest hotels
are the Golden Era Hotel and the Old Gin House, both
situated in Lower Town. Other facilities include some
restaurants, bars and grocery shops. Every Friday night
a karaoke night is organized in Ocean’s View restaurant
in Upper Town, followed by a dance night in some bars,
which attracts many of the local people and tourists.

Challenges related to attractions
Despite the variety of attractions mentioned above, the
access to and use of touristic attractions is relatively
limited. This has mainly to do with the condition of
the attractions and the limited facilities that make
the attractions accessible to the public (see section
‘facilities’). Tourism is mainly focused on diving and
there are few other main organized activities and
attractions. Activities are highly dependent of the
initiative of the tourist itself. People can hike or walk
on their own initiative but this is poorly stimulated or
supported. Some walks are signposted, and guided
tours are possible but difficult to get access to. Next to
that most attractions have limited opening hours, e.g.
the museums are closed during the weekends.

The Tourist Office is located in Fort Oranje, at the top
of the cliff next to Lower Town. The two diving schools
in Lower Town offer access to Statia’s main attraction,
the underwater landscape. Stenapa, the national
parks office, is also located in Lower Town and offers
information about the national parks. Hiking and diving
permits can be bought here and there are public toilets
and free water supply available. At several places in the
historic centre of Upper Town and Lower Town, in the
national parks and on other interesting places around
the island, signs are available that provide information
about the nature or cultural history of the island.
Challenges related to facilities

Many cultural-historically valuable ruins are not usable
for tourism. With the exception of Fort Oranje and Fort
de Windt, who are renovated and kept in good shape,
most historical relics are not offered in an accessible way
to the public. They cannot be reached easily, are most
of the time overgrown with coralita (see environmental
analysis), are deteriorating due to lack of maintenance
and their location is not always clear to tourists. The
ruins on Signal Hill are not accessible because the land
is property of NuStar. The ruins of the old warehouses in
Lower Town are that lie in the shoreline are threatened
to be damaged or swallowed by the sea and on the cliff
side many ruins are buried under erosion material of
the cliff (see environmental analysis). In Upper Town the
historical centre has recently been renovated. However,

Facilities on the island are limited in number and variety.
This applies to both accommodations and restaurants
and bars. There are only a few expensive hotels and
some apartments available. Secar and CNSI offer
cheaper accommodation, but these are mainly used by
students and interns and not by tourists. Recently the
Tourist Office started a programme for home stay, but so
far only a limited number of Statians cooperate in this.
(M. Maduro, personal communication, 2014: see 4.4.2).
The diving schools mentioned that people sometimes
have to cancel their diving trips during peak periods
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because there is no accommodation available (Personal
communication, 2014). The number and variety of
restaurants and bars is limited as well. Interviews with
tourists as well as Statians showed that they would like
to have more options to have dinner or to go for a drink
(Personal communication, 2014).
Another problem are the limited opening hours of
the different facilities. The tourist office only opens
on weekdays from 9.00-17.00h, and the national park
office only two mornings a week. The same goes for
most of the bars and restaurants, especially during the
afternoon most of them are closed. Facilities around
attractions also leave much to be desired. Other than
at the Stenapa office there are no public toilets or free
water supply points near the attractions of the island.
As a result of these limitations the tourist attractions
are less available to tourists and their full potential is
not being used.

Illustration 47: Small plane from Win-air as only connection to Statia

Routes
The only way to reach Statia is by plane; 5 flights a day
with a capacity of 16 passengers per flight service Statia
from Sint Maarten (Ill. 47) (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et
al., 2010). The island has a harbour situated in Lower
Town which is mainly used for commercial goals, but
some private vessels use it for mooring as well.
On the island itself most people walk or hire a scooter
to get around. There are 13 small car and scooter rental
companies on the island, but most tourists do not rent
a car when they visit Statia. CNSI and Secar provide
bikes for their guests and there are 3 small private taxi
companies available (St. Eustatius Tourism Development
Foundation, 2017). In the two Natural parks, several
hiking trails are available, which are maintained by
Stenapa. On the Quill there are two marked viewing
points and a number of walking trails which give access
to the area (Ill. 48). A round trip can be made along the
upper part of the Quill and one route even leads you
all the way into the crater. The quality of these paths
differs, but in general they are well signposted. From
the centre of Oranjestad, some signs point out the way
to the Quill. In the Boven area many paths are present,
but mostly of poor quality and not so well signposted.
Guided tours are offered by Stenapa, but these are not
actively promoted.

Illustration 48: Walking trail at the Quill

Besides in the natural parks, there are no walking- or
cycling routes on the rest of the island. Only in Lowerand Upper Town, around the old city centre, there is
a cultural-historical walking route with a booklet that
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provides information about the different historical
relicts along the route (Ill. 402. This route has been
devised by the Historical Foundation, who also provides
guided walks in the old historic centre. Those activities
have to be arranged by the tourist themselves with the
Foundation.

this road, which makes it very busy and unpleasant for
people to walk. Pedestrians can use two steep paths
that connect Upper and Lower Town.
Setting
The landscape has been described in detail in section 1.1,
therefore only the highlights are covered in this section.
The landscape setting on Statia in which tourism takes
place often forms a tourist attraction in itself (Ill. 40 & 41).
The Quill, the cliff of Lower Town and the vast sea that
can be seen from almost every part of the island are all
iconic parts of the setting in which tourism takes place.
The setting on the east coast is determined by strong
winds, in contrast to the more protected west side with
the historical Oranjestad. In the Boven area the gentle
partly overgrown slopes with their many viewpoints
and viewing lines provide a setting for walking. In the
Quill the setting is characterized by densely vegetated
slopes and the crater with its tropical rainforest. The
cliff and the sea are the determining features in Lower
Town. As a result of the cliff and eastern direction of the
winds Lower Town is a sheltered zone with most of the
time a quiet calm sea. The view over the ocean with the
sunset can be seen as a natural attraction.

Challenges related to routes
Access to the island is limited due to the small number
of flights, lack of other transportation such as ferries
and no direct connection to the neighbouring islands.
There has been a proposal for a fast ferry service linking
St. Eustatius to Saba and Sint Maarten, but so far these
plans have not been realized (“Leeward Island Ferry
Transport,” 2011). Cruise ships that visit many other
Caribbean islands do not call at Statia, except for some
small academic cruises that stop at Statia once or twice
a year.
Tourists and Statians regret that it is not possible to get
to Saba or Saint Kitts directly, even though it is just 20
minutes by plane (Personal communication, 2014). Also
Statians mention that it used to be a lot cheaper to get
to Sint Maarten, but that the monopoly position of the
flight company has made flying a lot more expensive
(current price: 117 dollar for a single trip) (Winair, 2017).

Challenges for the setting

The connections to attractions and transport possibilities
on the island are very limited, with no public transport
or bike hire available, and the transport services that
are offered are difficult to find. As a result most tourists
walk to where they have to go, which limits their range.
Walking to the Quill or Boven area from the centre takes
at least 11/2 hours after which the walk in the area itself
still needs to start. This can be a hurdle for tourists to
go to these attractions. Even though the natural parks
have several hiking trails, their condition varies greatly.
The trails on the Quill are in general well maintained,
but the trails in the Boven area are often dilapidated
and difficult to find.

The landscape and ecosystems are degrading due to
several factors, such as erosion, invasive species and
increased building activities. Climate change also forms
a threat that can enhance the effect of these challenges.
Not only environmental, but also social and institutional
factors influence the landscape setting. These factors
and there effects will be described in more detail in the
next.

The Kultuurvlakte is not very pleasant for walking due
to the bad condition of the roads, no cycle or pedestrian
sections and the lack of shade. The airport and the
garbage dump at the east side of the island form a
barrier for the connection between the south sides and
the north side of the island. On the south-west side
of the island NuStar limits the connections between
Oranjestad (in particular Lower Town) and the Boven
Area. The connection of Lower Town to the rest of the
island is made up of one road. All traffic to and from
Lower Town , and especially the harbour needs to use
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4.5. Sustainable tourism dimension

Another factor that influences the erosion and
landscape degradation is the increased building on the
Quill slopes. On the east side a new estate has been built
with luxurious second homes, the Knippenga estate.
These developments create more concrete surface in
the otherwise natural Quill. The Quill is a big catchment
area and with more paved surface, water can less easily

This section describes the environmental, social,
economic and institutional situation on Statia, which
influences the possibilities for future developments and
thereby the way the landscape is shaped and organised.
These factors sometimes overlap, but are described
here in separate sections.

4.5.1. Environmental dimension
Statia is faced with several environmental challenges
which influence the landscape and ecosystems on
Statia. Besides the problems for nature itself and the
local inhabitants, the degradation of the landscape
and ecosystems is a problem for tourism since nature
and the diversity of the landscape are the main tourist
attractions of Statia. It also leads to safety issues for
tourists as well as local inhabitants.
Erosion is a big problem on Statia, especially on the soft
soils of the Kultuurvlakte and along the fragile cliffs of
the island (Ill. 49) (Debrot & Bugter, 2010). Roaming
livestock, in particular goats and cows, overgraze
the land resulting in damaged plants and bare soils
(Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al., 2010). These soils erode
through water run-off, caused by the heavy rainfall
in combination with the lack of a proper drainage
system. A lot of land flushes into the sea which causes a
degradation of the coral reefs as well as the degradation
of the land itself (MacRae & Esteban, 2007). It also
results in a decreased visibility under water, which can
have a negative effect on snorkelling and diving tourism.
The decreased stability of the cliffs along the coast due
to erosion can form a threat for people. Most roaming
animals stay on the Kultuurvlakte but more and more
animals also find their way to the Boven area and on
the Quill slopes, where they put severe pressure on
the biodiversity (Jongman et al., 2010). Although there
are rules concerning the roaming cattle, those rules so
far do not seem to have enough influence to counter
these problems (H. Madden & J. Berkel, Personal
communication, 2014).

Illustration 49: Erosion of the cliff in Lower Town

Illustration 50: Coastal erosion in Lower Town threatens the ruins

In the coastal areas, coastal erosion also forms a
challenge (Ill. 50). Especially in Lower Town, the few
beaches present are disappearing and the exact
reason for this phenomenon is not clear (Ill. 42, 53 &
54) (Personal communication, 2014). The state of the
ruins of the old warehouses that lay in the shoreline
is deteriorating due to coastal erosion and lack of
maintenance. Although the beaches of Statia are
currently not the main attraction, this could still have an
negative impact on the attractiveness of Lower Towns
beach.

Illustration 51: Coralita overgrows ruins in Lower Town centre
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infiltrate in the soil resulting in more run-off towards
the lower laying Kultuurvlakte. Especially with increased
rainfall due to climate change, this can form a serious
threat for Lower Town, when the water is drained to
this area (A. Koomen, Personal communication, 2014).
The increased building on the Quill slopes also directly
decreases the attractiveness of the natural landscape
for tourists.
The presence of the oil company NuStar in the natural
Boven area has a big influence on the landscape as
well. For the construction of the terminal NuStar has
flattened a part of the Boven area and dumped the
remaining ground in the sea. There is a firm suspicion
that this action has destroyed an important part of the
valuable sea grass fields north of Nustar (H. Madden &
J. Berkel, Personal communication, 2014). The oil tanks
of the terminal are situated between two hills which
hide these tanks from view on the major part of the
island. However plans exist to expand the terminals on
the outer slopes of the Boven area, which would make
the tanks visible from most part of the island. Pollution
by possible oils spills and the garbage dump north of
the airport, which leaks garbage into the sea, can result
in degradation of the marine ecosystems (MacRae &
Esteban, 2007).
Another threat to the landscape and biodiversity on
Statia is coralita (Antigonon leptopus), an invasive vine
species with big roots that is not easy to eliminate
(Jongman et al., 2010). On large parts of the Kultuurvlakte
and the Quill slopes, coralita has overtaken most of the
native vegetation and overgrown many old ruins and
dilapidated buildings (Ill. 51). So far there has been no
solution to counter the effects of coralita (H. Madden &
J. Berkel, Personal communication, 2014).
Finally, climate change is likely to threaten the landscape
and ecosystems on Statia, as well as the safety of people
on the island. More extreme weather conditions like
hurricanes, extreme rainfall and extreme drought are
to be expected (Debrot & Bugter, 2010). Besides their
direct effect on the safety, they can also lead to more
coastal and land erosion. Land erosion results in cliff
instability which makes the coastal region less safe
for tourists. The coastal erosion increases the risk of
floods which threaten the tourist businesses situated
in Lower Town. This is enhanced by the possible sea
level rise of 0,18 m – 1,6 m (Debrot & Bugter, 2010). The
rising sea water temperature results in coral bleaching,
which deteriorates the reef and thereby influences the
attractiveness of the underwater world for diving and
snorkelling.

Illustrations 52, 53, 54: Increasing coastal erosion in Lower Town;
respectively 18th century, 1930 (source: both Walter Hellebrand collection), 2016
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4.5.2. Social dimension
The social structure of family also has an influence
on land ownership. Land on Statia is either privately
or governmentally owned. Private property is usually
owned by all members of the same family in a joint
ownership, who can be living all over the world. To
execute a plan for such a piece of land is difficult
because of the many owners of this one piece of land
that all need to be reached (W. Hellebrand, Personal
communication, 2014).

Statia has just over 4000 inhabitants (CBS, 2015).
Even though this is only a small population, interviews
showed that the social situation on the island is complex
(L. W. Jones, W. Hellebrand, Personal communication,
2014). The next paragraphs aim to provide an image of
this situation.
The church plays a very important role in the life of
Statians. Almost everybody is a member of one of
the churches on the island. This forms the main social
structure between people on Statia. Another important
social structure is family; because of the small population
size many people are related. Family status seems to be
another influential factor: a large number of seats in
government and other organisations are occupied by
members of the same families. These social structures
influence the willingness of people to contribute to
new developments and embrace the idea of developing
their own initiatives outside of these structures. There
are not many local business initiatives and there is a
limited interest in developing own business initiatives.
For instance, there were no people interested to take
over the now dilapidated Grill House in Lower Town,
even though it was very successful.

The Statia community is very small, everyone knows
each other. In general people are very friendly and
greet each other in the street. However with regard to
tourism there is not a culture of hospitality. There is not
a real culture in working manual labour jobs or service
related jobs such as tourism or agriculture. The ideal
job is to work in an office with air conditioning. Jobs
in cafes and restaurants are not popular and people of
the Dominican Republic are often brought to Statia to
do this kind of work. The lack of hospitality can be a
problem for tourism developments. Tourists that were
interviewed said that people from Statia are friendly but
that the service in hotels and restaurants is not good
(Personal communication, 2014). The office of the Sint
Eustatius Tourism Development Foundation (SETDF) for
example does not look like a hospitable tourist facility,
but more like an office where the employees are not
easily approachable for tourists. It is not completely
clear what the reason for this is. The history of slavery is
often mentioned as a possible factor, although this has
not been addressed in research (Leonardi, 2015).

This lack of willingness to contribute to new
developments affects the pace at which these
developments take place. This becomes evident when
looking at participation in ongoing developments (see
also chapter 4.4.4). Participation meetings, such as
the information evening for the ‘Review of the Spatial
Development Plan St. Eustatius’ regarding the Joremi
Developments and the walking exhibition with design
options for tourism developments (see chapter 5) had
a very low turn-up. Another example is the offer of a
free diving course by Scubaqua to all employees of the
SETDF, which nobody made use of (Scubaqua, Personal
communication, 2014).
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4.5.3. Economic dimension

4.5.4. Institutional dimension

Statia is currently facing several economic challenges, as
mentioned in chapter 1. In 2014 Statia’s GDP declined
with 4.4% compared to 2013, while in that same period
the GDP of the other 2 BES-islands, Saba and Bonaire,
increased. Statia’s GDP in that year was 100 million USD,
which comes down to 25,300 USD per capita (CBS, 2016).
In comparison, the GDP of the Netherlands in that same
year was 752.5 billion dollars, 52,139 per capita (The
World Bank, 2016). Statia still has the highest GDP per
capita of the BES islands, but this decline is not what
was aimed for in the SDP, which specifically expressed
the wish for economic growth (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots
et al., 2010). Statia also has to deal with a high level
of unemployment (8,8 %) especially among young
people, which results in many people leaving the island
(i.e. brain drain) (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al., 2010;
Rijksdienst Caribisch Nederland, 2016).

The institutional analysis describes the current
political organisation of Statia, the ambitions for
tourism development, that have been formulated by
the government and private parties and the plans for
tourism development on Statia.
The new constitutional status of Statia as a special
municipality of the Netherlands has changed the
governmental structure of the island considerably.
Statia now has an island governor (burgemeester),
assisted by two commissionaires (wethouders), who
both have their own portfolios, and an island council
(gemeenteraad) (St. Eustatius Government, 2011). This
new situation also implies that the island has to meet
Dutch legislation. Although implementation of this
legislation is a gradual process, this still triggers a lot of
discontent with most Statians. This is understandable
since originally the islanders preferred to be an
autonomous country with the rest of the former Dutch
Antilles. As Saba and Bonaire chose to become special
municipalities of the Netherlands this forced Statia to
acquire the same constitutional status (Schoenmaeckers
& van Gils, n.d.). In 2014 a new consultative referendum
was organised to ask Statians about their preference
regarding the constitutional status. This referendum
turned out to be a failure because the turnout was
too low (Leidel-Schenk, 2014). The question remains
whether this means that people now have accepted
the new constitutional status of the island or that this is
a symptom of the disinterest in getting involved in the
future of the island (see 4.5.2). This discontent with the
new constitutional status of Statia could lead to some
resistance when ‘outsiders’ (Dutch or other) want to
develop plans for Statia.

The government is by far the biggest employer on
the island, but since these jobs are mainly financed
by taxations and levies, they do not contribute much
to Statia’s economy. The export sector, on which the
source of Statia’s prosperity is mainly based, is highly
depended on one economic pillar: the oil company
NuStar. Other export based activities, such as tourism,
form a much smaller part of Statia’s economy and
the School of Medicine even disappeared completely,
despite the intended expansion. The SDP states that
“The current level of economic activities is difficult to
maintain” and that “the island needs economic growth”
(Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al., 2010 23). Tourism is
seen as one of the most promising ways to do this.
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Ambitions for sustainable tourism development on
Statia

•

Redevelopment of public buildings and other plots
in the historic centre;

As mentioned in chapter 1, Statia has ambitions to
develop sustainable tourism on the island, which is
seen as one of the best opportunities to improve the
economic situation of the island, create more jobs and
ensure a sustainable economic growth (HoogenboezemLanslots et al., 2010). These ambitions are laid out in the
Strategic Development Plan (SDP) and further specified
in the Investment Guide (IG) (Ill. 55). This guide has been
designed to attract potential investors and to sketch an
outline of possible future developments of tourism (St.
Eustatius Tourism Development Foundation, 2012).The
(SDP) mentions the following developments that are
necessary to attract more tourists (HoogenboezemLanslots et al., 2010 35):

•

Increase the number of retirees and the construction
of second homes;

•

Improvement of infrastructure (better roads,
drinking water supply, sewage system, electricity
and communications network);

•

Improvement of accessibility (more flights, larger
airplanes)”

•

“Extension of hotel room capacity (from 75 to 300);

•

Development of Lower Town to increase the capacity
for tourism: this includes extra plots for hotels,
improving and expansion of Oranje Bay Beach, a
jetty and mooring dolphins for yachts etc.;

•

Development of activities and facilities (shops,
restaurants, information points, dive centres, hiking
and historical tours);

The SDP points out that the authenticity and identity
of Statia should be the starting point for developments.
Statia’s cultural heritage, unique flora and fauna and
beautiful natural landscapes and excellent diving sites,
together with the small scale and peacefulness are seen
as Statia’s unique qualities (Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et
al., 2010). Ambitions for tourism development therefore
focus on three types of tourism: nature tourism (a.o.
hiking and tours of the national parks), cultural tourism
(a.o. museums, historical walking tours and visiting forts
and ruins) and diving. At the moment nature tourism
mainly takes place in the national parks (the Boven
area and the Quill), diving tourism in front of the west
coast of Statia (the Caribbean sea) and cultural tourism
in Oranjestad and at the ruins of plantations and forts
spread over the island.

Illustration 55: Tourism development ambitions in the Investment Guide (adapted from St. Eustatius Tourism Development Foundation, 2012)
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Within the scope of this preferred direction for tourism
development, three places have been specifically
designated as places for tourism development in the
Investment Guide; Venus Bay, Zeelandia Bay and Lower
Town (St. Eustatius Tourism Development Foundation,
2012). Here additional facilities and attractions such
as hotels, spas and health clubs and restaurants are
envisioned (Ill. 55). Also ambitions exists to develop
the airport and rest of the island. Possible investors are
invited to realize these ambitions. The focus and biggest
ambitions for sustainable tourism development are
situated in the area of Lower Town (HoogenboezemLanslots et al., 2010; St. Eustatius Tourism Development
Foundation, 2012).

Challenges for tourism ambitions
Some of the ambitions mentioned in the Investment
Guide and SDP are ambiguous and seem to be at odds
with the ambitions to develop sustainable tourism
(see chapter 1). For example yacht services and cruise
ships might pollute the sea which could be negative
for the diving tourism and the environment in general.
Also the development of a golf course and spa and
health clubs in the natural Venus bay and Zeelandia
bay, which is an important nesting area for sea turtles,
seem to contradict with the definition of sustainable
development. For the Lower Town area, the question
can be asked if the intended developments are not
too big for such a small and fragile area. Next to that,
interviews and the walk-in exhibition showed a variety
of other (not always sustainable) ambitions such as the
desire to bring big cruise ships of a 1000 people a day to
Statia. More about this can be found in chapter 5.

Lower Town is appointed as the centre for hospitality
and the focus point for tourism developments on
the island. Intended developments are 3 or 4 small
hotels with 30-70 rooms per hotel and a total of 200
rooms including existing hotels, a beach extension and
restaurants, bars, yachting facilities, a beach extension,
a jetty and mooring facilities, other hospitality services
and a tourist information centre. Lower Town will be
developed as ‘Lower Town Boulevard’ where the ruins
of the old merchant buildings are used for hotels and
other facilities and restored to recreate the former
history of Lower Town (Ill. 56). An improvement of
the harbour for yachting and (small) cruise ships is
intended, with several port-related facilities such as a
shipyard and fish restaurant to attract nautical tourists
and make a connection to the centre of Lower Town.
This includes extending the beach and building a
breakwater to protect the coast. The ambition is to fit
these developments into the current state of Lower
Town. A sketch design has been made to investigate the
possibilities for these developments (Ill. 57)).

Illustration 56: Impression of Lower Town boulevard with a marina,
hotels, restaurants and shops in the SDP (source: HoogenboezemLanslots et al., 2010)

Illustration 57: Sketch design for Lower Town boulevard in the SDP (adapted from: Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al., 2010)
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Plans for tourism developments

Joremi

Since the constitutional change and the publication
of the SDP, slowly more developments are taking
place on Statia, some with mixed results (Personal
communication, 2014). Part of the historic centre of
Oranjestad in Upper Town has been renovated. Near
the harbour an expensive mooring square for private
vessels was implemented, which unfortunately cannot
withstand the - at times - strong swell from the sea,
resulting in boats not being able to moor there (Personal
communication, 2014).

Joremi is a plot of land of 75 acres with an American
owner who wants to develop the area for tourism
purposes, residential purposes and commercial (Rho
adviseurs bv, 2014). This plan includes the building of an
eco-resort with 34 recreational units, a boutique hotel
with 54 rooms, houses for islanders and non-islanders
(like second homes) and restaurant/hospitality activities
and shops. A revision of the Spatial Development Plan
is underway to allow for these developments to be
realized (Joremi progress, 2014; Rho adviseurs bv, 2014).
The landowners had to invest a lot of money and time in
archaeological , ecological, hydrological research to be
allowed to execute these plans, which is frustrating to
them (Personal communication, 2014).

The ambitions for the development of Lower Town
in the SDP and Investment guide are not the first big
development plans for this area. In 1989 an extensive
‘Tourism Master Plan For Lower Town’ was drawn up, of
which only the canon in the centre of Lower Town was
completed (Estudios de planificacion Penfold-Braswell
S.A., 1989). Over the years other plans were formed but
almost none were actually executed (“Leeward Island
Ferry Transport,” 2011; NuStar & Royal Haskoning,
2011). Small developments such as the renovation of
the Old Gin House and the Waag (the current residence
of diving club Squbaqua) did take place, but they were
mainly private investments and most developments
happen very slowly (Personal communication, 2014).
At the moment some tourism developments are in
progress, the main project being the Joremi Hotel
development at the south-west side of the Quill and the
realization of Orange Bay Hotel in Lower Town.

Orange Bay Hotel
In Lower Town plans are underway to build a hotel at
the foot of the cliff between Lower Town centre and
the harbour. This hotel will contain 30 rooms and 5
separate lodges called cabanas. Furthermore a pool
and a restaurant with terrace are envisioned (Willow
Architects, 2013). The realization of this plan has been
a difficult process due to the discovery of remnants of
historical warehouses in the building area, that lead to
restrictions for developments (W. Hellebrand, Personal
communication, 2014). Especially in Lower Town many
ruins are still uncovered when soil is excavated for the
development of new buildings as hotels (Ill. 58) (de Waal,
Lesparre, Stelten, & Hoogland, 2013). Together with the
Historical Foundation a plan was made to incorporate
these remains into the hotel. So far the implementation
of the hotel still needs to start (W. Hellebrand, Personal
communication, 2014).

Illustration 58: Uncovered ruin in Lower Town delays developments of
Orange Bay Hotel
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Challenges for plan development and execution
What can be observed when looking at former and
existing plans is that there is a gap between making
plans and realizing them. This raises the concern if plans
that are made for tourism developments actually have a
chance of being executed. The plan processes are costly
and take a lot of time and energy from investors. In talks
with local people and businesses a discontent was felt
with the local government and the way they treat and
facilitate them in starting up initiatives and execute
plans. In general investors and private businesses,
such as the diving schools, are not satisfied with the
facilitation and support by the government (Personal
Communication, 2014). A facilitating government is
a requirement for developing the existing tourism
ambitions (Spangenberg, 2002). Noticeable is the fact
that the Investment Guide and SDP sketch a facilitating
climate for investors, but apparently this is not felt as
such.

This lack of plan development and execution also leads
to a lack of maintenance of buildings and infrastructure,
resulting in several problems on the island. Historically
valuable buildings, especially in the city centre of
Oranjestad (Upper Town) are in risk of deteriorating.
Many governmental functions and other people move
out of the city centre, resulting in many empty buildings
that are not maintained (M. Manders, Personal
Communication). Also on the rest of the Kultuurvlakte
maintenance is a problem. Historically valuable ruins,
buildings and desolated pieces of land are neglected and
often overgrown with coralita (see 4.5.1). The general
state of cleanliness and the bad condition of the roads
are also a result of the lack of maintenance. A plan to
renovate the roads on Statia, failed because the project
money disappeared (Personal communication, 2014).
Another problem of the insufficient maintenance on
the island is the presence of mosquitoes that can
spread dengue and Chikungunya. The quality of the
infrastructure on the island (e.g. roads, sewage, water
system) is insufficient which contributes to erosion,
pollution and diseases. Although a drinking water
distribution system was installed in 2013 across the
entire island, most people still use rainwater out of the
cisterns as their main fresh water source, because of the
high costs of the new system (Ill. 60) (Vitens, Personal
Communication, 2014). Mosquitoes that breed in these
cisterns and in dilapidated places with stagnant water
such as the old sailboat in Lower Town (Ill. 59), cause
diseases like Chikungunya-virus (CHIKV) and Dengue
with an estimate of over 80% of the people being
infected by the former (RIVM, 2016a, 2016b). The risk
of catching these diseases, which cannot be prevented
by vaccination, might be a negative influence on the
willingness of potential tourists to come to Statia.

Illustration 59: Old sailboat in Lower Town forms a breeding place
for mosquitoes

Illustration 60:Scematic representation of human related water challenges
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4.6. Conclusion
The landscape analysis and the tourism analysis
together led to an appreciation of the area divided in
qualities and problems related to tourism. Qualities
and problems are divided in categories which are often
interconnected. Table 1 provides an overview of the
qualities and table 2 of the challengess for tourism
development on Statia.
Looking at the challenges and qualities for tourism
development, the conclusion can be drawn that Statia
has a lot of potential regarding tourism attractions,
but that this potential is not exploited to the fullest.
This can be ascribed to the lack of facilities and limited
accessibility of attractions due to bad routes and
networks. Other than that, Statia’s attractions are under
threat of several environmental challenges and the
socio-institutional situation makes plan development
and execution difficult. What makes this situation
more complicated is the uncertainty about many
developments, such as climate change and the socioinstitutional situation, which makes planning for the
future a difficult task. Although many research projects
have recently been set-up, a lot of vital information is still
missing, ranging from knowledge about coastal erosion
to ways for controlling the coralita. This should be taken
into account when creating a design for sustainable
tourism development in Lower Town. The research will
try to attempt to close the gap between making plans
and realising them, which is currently often the case at
Statia. The localising character of RTD and the ADM and
sustainable tourism criteria seem suitable to do this.
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Table 1: Qualities for tourism development on Statia

General for entire Statia

Specific for Lower Town

•

•
•
•

Visibility of the cultural history
Only accessible beach on Statia
Options for snorkelling and diving

Facilities

•

Concentration of facilities around several spots
in Lower Town

Networks

•
•

Gives access to major attractions and activities
Historical walking trail

•
•
•
•
•

Sheltered position from the wind and the calm
sea
View over the ocean
Natural existing suspension between two spots
Room for pedestrian zone
Interesting water catchment structure

•

Several local businesses

Attractions

•
•

Rich cultural history and abundance of
archaeological remnants
Underwater world
The setting of the island

Setting and
•
environmental •
•
•

Diversity in nature
Views
The climate (warm but constant cooling wind)
The scale and seize of the island (easy to
discover, also for just a couple of days)

Social

The authenticity of Statia, the city and the
people
The friendliness of the people who are easily
accessible

•
•

Economic

•

Several local businesses and organisations are
willing to participate (Stenapa, historical and
monument foundation, diving schools, SETDF)

Institutional

Table 2: Challenges for tourism development on Statia

Attractions

•

Limited and bad quality

Facilities

•
•

Limited amount and diversity
Limited opening hours

Routes and Networks

•
•

Limited connections to the island
Bad connections on the island

Setting

•

See environmental challenges

Environmental

•
•
•
•
•
•

Degradation of ecosystems and the landscape
Land and coastal erosion
Expanding buildings and paved surface
Pollution
Coralita
Climate change

Social

•
•
•

No culture of hospitality
Low participation
Complex land ownership

Economic

•
•
•

High unemployment
Brain drain
Economy dependent on 1 economic pillar

Institutional

•
•

Slow plan processes
Bad infrastructure and maintenance
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4. Design(ing)
5.
Lay-out of the walk-in exhibition

This chapter describes the design for the development
of sustainable tourism on in Lower Town. The analysis
showed that the main developments for sustainable
tourism are situated in this area and that the calm
sea and current facilities and attractions offer great
development potential. However, coastal and cliff
erosion make the area very vulnerable. The ADM and
sustainable tourism principles call for and integration
of water management strategies and sustainable
tourism development in a design. In this chapter
the actual design question will emerge, through the
explorative use of RTD. The process starts with a the
walk-in exhibition, in which preliminary design options
were shared with the inhabitants of Statia (section
5.1). Based on their responses, a design exploration for
coastal protection options was executed (section 5.2),
resulting in the design brief (section 5.3). Based on the
knowledge acquired in the analysis and during the walkin exhibition, a development and design strategy were
made (section 5.4 and 5.5). The chapter concludes with
a vision on how the future of sustainable tourism in
Lower Town and on Statia can develop (section 5.6).

Since the development of tourism on Statia is still in its
infancy and overall participation on the island is low, it
was necessary to offer a low-threshold meeting to reach
as many people as possible. In the end a meeting in the
form of a walk-in exhibition was chosen. For this walkin exhibition several design options were presented
for the areas with the greatest ambitions for tourism
development: Lower Town, Venus Bay (The Boven area)
and Zeelandia Bay. Also some options to improve the
experience of one of Statia’s biggest attractions, the
Quill, were offered. The design options were based
on the ambitions in the SDP and IG, together with the
ambitions expressed in interviews by local people,
governmental officials, staff of several organisations
on the island and tourists and consisted of maps,
Photoshops and reference images. By visualizing the
ambitions in spatial design options, they become
comprehensible and people can easily indicate if
this is what they want or not. For instance, since the
notions about the size of a cruise ship seemed difficult
to assess, a visualization was presented of a cruise ship
in the harbour of Statia (Ill. 62). The community of
Statia was invited to comment on the different design
options. Each person was given post-its and asked to
write their likes and dislikes for the design options (Ill.
61). This walk-in exhibition provides information about
the preferences on tourism development of the Statian
community and also functions as an incentive for their
awareness concerning tourism.

5.1. Walk-in exhibition
The introduction and chapter 4.5 showed that many
plans and ambitions exist for tourism development on
Statia, but that a clear and unambiguous vision for the
developments is lacking. The ambitions expressed in
the Strategic Development Plan (SDP), the Investment
Guide (IG) and in interviews and talks with people need
to be more specified to be able to make concrete plans.
Next to that, the introduction and analysis also revealed
that one of the main concerns for developing sustainable
tourism on Statia is the involvement of local inhabitants
in the process. To make sure that tourist developments
are sustainable, they need to be supported by the
local community and not imposed from the top down
(Fraser, Dougill, Mabee, Reed, & McAlpine, 2006; Reed,
Fraser, & Dougill, 2006; United Nations Environmental
Programme & World Tourism Organisation, 2005).
From the point of view of ADM and sustainable tourism
it is important to include local inhabitants in the plan
process, therefore some form of workshop needed to
be organised.

Illustration 61: People give their opinions on the spatial scenarios
through post-its during the Walk-in exhibition
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Design options

A public space was chosen to held the exhibition,
thereby increasing the chance to reach as many
people as possible. It was held in the public library
in the middle of Oranjestad on the afternoon of
December 10th 2014. Subsequently, two presentations
were held together with UNESCO during the evening.
The exhibition was promoted through several types
of media: advertisements on the local radio and TV,
posters at shops, hotels, diving schools and on public
billboards, an announcement on the Statia community
Facebook and by word of mouth. Free drinks and food
were offered as an incentive to attract more people. In
the end, 30 people showed up, of which 5 to 10 people
were local inhabitants. The majority of the participants
consisted of expats and students visiting the island.

In this section the design options for Lower Town that
were shown during the walk-in exhibition are presented.
The design options for the other areas can be found in
the report of Mart Reiling (2014). Because of the broad
range of ambitions expressed in policy documents and
interviews, many different (and not always sustainable)
design options were developed for Lower Town to get
a good image of the type of development that people
would like to see. These consist of options for parts of
Lower Town and an inclusive design, which incorporates
the wishes expressed in interviews and policy documents
with findings of the landscape and tourism analysis.
Table 3 gives an overview of the different design options
that were shown to the public of Statia and illustrations
63, 64 and 65 give examples of the design options.

Illustration 62: Example of design option for cruise ships in Lower Town harbour (above: before, bottom: after) (source: Reiling & van Kapel,
2014)
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Table 3: Overview of design options for tourism development in Lower Town

Category

Examples/visualisations

Ruins

How to incorporate Lower Towns history, in particular the ruins, in to new
developments

Lower Town boulevard

The wish to develop ‘Lower Town Boulevard’ as the centre for hospitality and the
focus point for tourism developments

Cruise ships

Impact of cruise ships of up to a 1000 people in Statias harbour

See, sun and sand activities

Typical Caribbean activities and facilities in Lower Town

Connecting Upper and Lower Town

The wish and idea to connect Upper and Lower Town with a cable cart

Lower Town: integrated design

•
•
•
•
•

Incorporation of ruin structures in new buildings;
Better access to the water with different peers;
Improvement of the public space;
Relocation of the harbour to separate business traffic and tourism activities;
Development of a car free zone for pedestrians with several facilities and
attractions, ‘Lower Town Boulevard’.

New harbour
and marina
Car access

cargo

leisure

Pedestrian zone: Lower Town
boulevard - ruins used for new
facilities/attractions

Illustration 63: Design option for Lower Town (designed at 1:2000)

Illustration 64: Design option for Lower Town center (designed at
1:500)

Illustration 65: Visual of Lower Town center as a new recreational area
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Responses to the design options

The design options to use the ruins of the old
warehouses in Lower Town for developments resulted
in a lot of positive feedback, but also many concerns
about the feasibility of these plans. Coastal erosion,
and in particular the Northern swell- a sea current that
hits Statia in the first months of the year, destroying
everything that lies directly on the waterfront- seem
to be a limiting factor for developments near the
water. A proper breakwater or another form of
coastal protection is a condition for developments
in this area. Other concerns that were expressed are
the cliff erosion, the remnants of ruins and limit the
developments possibilities and the bad connections
between Upper and Lower Town. Lack of maintenance
was also mentioned, especially in response of more
technical options such as the cable cart connection
between Upper and Lower Town. To quote a Statian
civilian: “Technical as little as possible, when something
breaks it stays broken” (translated from Dutch).

The responses on the design options where collected
through post-its, comments on Facebook and informal
talks during the exhibition. Because the turn-out of the
exposition was very low, these responses can only give
an impression of the general opinion about the design
options. They do not offer quantifiable data, but form
nevertheless a valuable addition to the information
from the analysis. The responses are summarized in
table 4.
The development of Lower Town in general was seen
as something positive. A strong wish exists to have
more to do on Statia, not only for tourists but also for
local inhabitants. Some local kids and teenagers were
enthusiastic about the ideas to develop a new bar or
other lounge place and boardwalk in Lower Town, so
there would be something different to do on the island.
Even though the development of Lower Town was seen
as something positive, opinions about the way to develop
this area differed. For instance, big (cruise) tourism
developments seem to conflict with the authentic
feeling of Statia that people, in particular expats, seem
to value. However, the few local people that showed
up were more positive about cruise ships and saw an
opportunity to bring more tourists and money to Statia.
The same goes for ideas about developing a boulevard.
Many people liked the idea of more activities but
questioned if this is in line with Statia’s’ character. The
current limited amount of tourists was also mentioned
as a reason to hold back on big developments such as
cruise ships or a boulevard. People mentioned that first
other problems such as the limited airline connection
or bad road conditions should be solved, before big
tourism developments can take place.

Conclusion
In general, people seem positive about tourism
development in Lower Town but opinions on the type
of developments differ. Expats seem to value the calm
natural character of Statia, that comes forward in the
SDP, whereas the few locals that showed up had nothing
against cruise ships and a golf course. Next to that,
concerns were expressed in particular on the feasibility
of plans and coastal erosion in Lower Town. These
findings can be taken along with the other obtained
information as input for the design brief (section 5.3).
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Table 4: Categorised responses to design options for tourism development in Lower Town

Category

Positive

Negative

Ruins

•
•

•
•

Respect for culture
Good place for relaxing: view

•
Lower Town
boulevard

•
•

Good place for relaxing: view
New diverse activities and facilities

•
•

Coastal erosion
Vulnerable for hurricanes, Northern Swell: need for
breakwater
Archaeology: difficult to build + expensive to maintain

•
•

Coastal erosion
Vulnerable for hurricanes, Northern Swell: need for
breakwater
Destroys Statias unique character
Archaeology: difficult to build + expensive to maintain

Cruise ships

•

People bring work to Statia

•
•

Destroys Statias unique character
Brings other problems such as crime, drugs etc.

See, sun and sand
activities

•

Something to do for young people

•
•

Destroys Statias unique character
Too little tourists: better airline connection first

Connecting Upper
and Lower Town

•

Good idea, connect to master plan

•

Too technical, too much maintenance

Lower Town:
integrated design

•

Something to do for young people

•
•

Coastal erosion
Vulnerable for hurricanes, Northern Swell: need for
breakwater
Archeology: difficult to build + expensive to maintain
Road in Lower Town: bad condition
Harbour in centre

•
•
•
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Illustration 66: Visualisation of options for coastal protection against sea level rise in Lower Town
Table 5: Evaluation of options for coastal protection against sea level rise in Lower Town

Solution

Pros

Cons

1. Floating buildings

•

Can adapt with changing water levels

•
•

Sea is too rough during hurricanes: no lagoon
Blocks view towards the sea

2. Build higher (raise •
ground level)

Possible to choose the exact height
necessary and execute all plans

•
•

Does not protect current buildings
Too expensive and too big of an investment

3. Strong water
proof foundation
(raise buildings)

•
•

Possible to choose the exact height
•
necessary customized to each building
•
Cheaper than raising Lower Town entirely

Expensive for existing buildings
Does it fit within the historical character?

4. Do not build

•

Zone less vulnerable for natural disasters

Does not fit with ambitions for tourism
development
Does not protect current buildings

•
•

Illustration 67: Visualisation of options for coastal protection against hurricans and northern swell in Lower Town
Table 6: Options for coastal protection against hurricans and northern swell in Lower Town

Solution

Pros

Cons

1. Building with
nature

•

Fits with Triple P @ Sea and sustainable
ambitions
Offers other ecosystem services such as
mariculture

•
•

New concept, more research necessary
what is possible in this environment
Can also protect against sea level rise

2. Breakwater

•

Can result in beach growth

•
•

Ecological effects uncertain
Problems for ship access?

3. Hard coast

•

Can withstand erosion

•
•

No room for a beach
Can cause problems for boats when
waves crash onto the wall

4. Let the coast
erode (do nothing)

•

Options to snorkel between ruins

•

Does not fit with ambitions for tourism
development
Does not protect current buildings

•

•
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5.2. Design exploration coastal
protection for Lower Town

Building with nature came out as the most promising
option that fits best with the principles of ADM and
sustainable development, such as being adaptive and
using natural strengths of the area. “Building with
nature is a concept where nature is used to cope with
climate change risks, such as floods, waves and sea
level rise (Wageningen UR, 2017)”. This concept is quite
new and can be applied in many different ways, varying
from oister reefs to protect the coast to mangroves
to protect dikes (de Vriend & van Koningsveld, 2012;
Wageningen UR, 2017). Which option is the promising
solution depends on the local characteristics of the
area. Based on a quick scan of literature and reference
projects, 2 options that seem suitable for Statia were
selected, a submerged reef and a surface breakwater
with mangrove trees. They are appointed as best
options for coastal protection in the tropics (de Vriend
& van Koningsveld, 2012). Other options such seem less
promising on first sight due to the local characteristics
(see table 7), but could be further investigated when
more research is done in this area.

The analysis and walk-in exhibition showed that there
are several challenges for tourism development in
Lower Town. Even though all design options got positive
feedback, each option also had negative sides. In
particular the need for coastal protection came forward
during the walk-in exhibition as a prerequisite for
further developement. Without some form of coastal
protection it seems impossible to develop any of the
other plans and ambitions that were envisioned for
Lower Town. Therefore an explorative research into the
possibilities for coastal protection was executed.
Lower Towns coast is threatened in three ways: 1) the
Northern Swell and hurricanes damage the coast and
flood Lower Town; 2) cliff erosion results in soil deposits
into the sea, diminishing the underwater visibility and
suffocating the corals; 3) climate change which may
increase these problems and threatens to flood Lower
Town due to sea level rise and increase in hurricanes.
(Debrot & Bugter, 2010) The design explorations of
coastal protection focus on protection of Lower Town
from the sea. A quick scan of literature and reference
projects supplemented with options mentioned in the
SDP and other documents let to a range of options.
These were visualised in small drawings which showed
the most important features of the solution and
their spatial impact (see ill. 66 & 67 and table 5&6).
Consequently their pros and cons were listed to find the
most promising (combination of) options.

Table 7: Building with nature options in Lower Town (de Vriend & van Koningsveld, 2012, Wageningen UR, 2017)

Building with nature
option

Plausible option
for Statia?

Explanation

Nourishing coastline: Maybe
sand engine

•
•
•

Very little known about sea currents
Only in combination with other options, otherwise sand is transported away
Statia might be too small?

(Combination of)
reefs, sea grass
meadows and
mangroves

Yes

•
•
•

Mentioned as best options for the tropics
In part already present in the area (sea grass, coral reefs)
Reefs protected Statia in the past

Oyster reef

No

•

Only possible in tidal flats and estuaries

Seabed landscaping

No

•
•

Only in combination with other options
Used as a tool to re-colonize the seabed after sand dredging, n.a. in this
area
Does not deal with the problems on Statia (coastal erosion, sea level rise)

•
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Submerged reef
Submerged reefs are used to stabilize the shoreline
(erosion control) and improve the habitat (Ill. 68) (Black,
2001; Harris, 2003, 2009; Harris & Cimaglia, 2005;
Pickering, Whitmarsh, & Jensen, 1999). Statia used to
have a subsurface breakwater during the Golden age
to protect the many ships that lay anchor in Lower
Town from the strong swell (W. Hellebrand, personal
communication, 2014). This breakwater consisted of a
natural breakwater developed through volcanic activity,
strengthened at several places by human structures.
Already in 1828 a design was made for a breakwater and
harbour by Samuel Fahlberg, but proof that this plan
was executed has never been found (Caceres-Suarez,
Salazar, Schaeffer, Simal, & Zahedi, 2014).

Harris & Cimaglia investigated the possibilities for a
submerged reef in front of Lower Towns coast with
so called Reef balls (2005). These are concrete hollow
balls with holes, that are placed in several rows 0.40.8 meters below the water surface and anchored
to the ground (Harris, 2003). The design of the Reef
balls provides room for habitat and biological growth
and can thereby also be interesting for snorkelers and
divers (Harris, 2003). In combination with the Reef ball
placement, Harris proposes the depletion of 15.600 m2
sand to improve the beach after building the breakwater
(Harris & Cimaglia, 2005). Table 8 gives an overview of
the pros and cons of this option. Even though this plan
seems promising, it has never been executed because
the ecological impact was uncertain (H. Madden and J.
Berkel, personal communication, 2014) and probably
also due to the high costs (estimated 1.3 million dollar
in 2005 (Harris & Cimaglia, 2005)).

Illustration 68: Impression of option 1: A submerged reef and its effect

Table 8: Evaluation of option 1: A submerged reef

Pros

Cons

•
•
•

•
•
•

Does not disrupt the view
Possible addition to habitat
Extra tourism value (diving & snorkelling)

•
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Does not protect against sea level rise
High plan costs
Many uncertainties: ecological impact, level of
maintenance, effect on sea currents
Protection against hurricanes uncertain

Surface breakwater
option protects against hurricanes and the Northern
swell, as well as sea level rise, but has still many
uncertainties as well. Table 9 gives an overview of the
pros and cons of this option.

A surface breakwater is an option where the breakwater
comes above the water surface (Ill. 69). In an EcoEngineering course of Eco Shape in Singapore an option
of a surface breakwater was explored that seems
suitable for Statia (Ecoshape & Singapore-Delft water
alliance, 2011). Here a breakwater is created out of a
barrier island with a mangrove forest, which results in
a lagoon with calm water in front of Lower Town. This

Illustration 69: Impression of option 2: A surface breakwater and its effect
Table 9: Evaluation of option 2: A surface breakwater

Pros

Cons

•

•
•
•

•
•

Protects against hurricanes: creates a sheltered
lagoon
Protects against sea level rise: mangroves trap sand
and grow with sea level rise
Possible addition to habitat

•

Conclusion

Disrupts ocean view
High plan costs
Many uncertainties: ecological impact, level of
maintenance, effect on sea currents
Limits ships access

The exploration of coastal protection options can be
seen as a first step towards a more thorough research
for coastal protection on Statia. From the point of view
of ADM, where no-regret measures are a principle, it is
advisable to continue with research into these coastal
protection options, but for the moment make a design
that does not depend on a good coastal protection. The
design needs to be able to cope with the challenges of
coastal erosion and sea level rise, without depending
on uncertain solutions. The design strategy and
design itself (section 5.4 and 5.5) should leave room
to incorporate the solutions explored above later on,
when more knowledge becomes available. This fits with
the ADM and sustainable tourism principles to connect
long and short term decisions, take no-regret measures
and make a flexible and robust design.

Both options were discussed with Annemarie Groot
from Building with Nature to get an expert opinion (A.
de Groot, personal communication, 2015). The outcome
of this discussion was that a lot more information was
necessary, before it could be decided if (one of) these
options could be promising for Statia. The lack of
knowledge on for example sea water currents, sand
transportation, ecological impact etc. is too big to be able
to make any predictions about the functioning of these
options. This combined with the high costs that Harris
predicted for his submerged artificial reef let to the
conclusion that although both options seem promising
for Statia, there are still too many uncertainties to have
plans for Lower Town depend on these preliminary
ideas.
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5.3. Elaboration of design brief
Besides the coastal erosion and sea level rise, there are
other design challenges that a design for sustainable
tourism in Lower Town has to deal with that came out of
the analysis (chapter 4) and walk-in exhibition (chapter
5.1). These are:
•

Increase in extreme weather conditions due to
climate change (hurricanes, drought, rainfall);

•

Cliff erosion: influences the safety in Lower Town
(cliff instability) and pollutes the seawater due to
rainwater runoff;

•

Perishing of historical ruins on the shoreline;

•

Discovery of archaeological remnants: delays
development, thereby limiting development
possibilities;

•

Bad connection between Upper and Lower Town:
only one road for all the traffic to and from the
harbour which is in bad condition and no pedestrian
paths.

The design needs to meet the ADM and sustainable
tourism criteria, which means it has to take into
account multiple futures, take no-regret measures, be
robust and flexible and connect short and long term
decisions (see chapter 2.). For the current ambitions for
tourism development, this means that not the themes
(nature, culture, diving) are up for discussion, but the
location (Lower Town) and size of the ambitions. Lower
Town is a small and fragile area and big ambitions for
tourism would require large investments for (research
into) coastal protection and the improvement of the
accessibility of the area. Big tourism developments that
bring in money would be necessary, to compensate for
costs of these investments. This development strategy
would be contrary to the principles of sustainable tourism
and ADM, where no-regret measures are the starting
point. As a first step in the development of sustainable
tourism, these type of investments are therefore too
big and depend on too many uncertainties. In addition,
it seems unrealistic to expect that these developments
would be a success, given the poor investment climate
and the slow pace of developments demonstrated in
several other projects (chapter 4.5.4).
In the next section a different strategy for the
development of sustainable tourism is sketched
that does fit with the ADM and sustainable tourism
principles and takes into account the design challenges.
This strategy will be developed into a spatial design.
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5.4. Alternative development
strategy for Lower Town
In my opinion, the previous section showed that, for the
moment, Lower Town is a pleasant area for activities,
but not for huge investments. Instead, investments and
larger developments are better done in a less fragile
area, whereas the use of the qualities of Lower Town
can be improved by smaller interventions (Ill. 70). The
proposal is to invest in de development of Upper Town
centre as tourism attraction point and consequently
improve the use of the qualities of Lower Town by small
interventions and temporary activities and attractions.
Upper Town has qualities of its own that make it
suitable for tourism developments. It is positioned high
and dry, contains facilities such as restaurant and shops,
has many historically interesting places and forms the
‘gateway’ to other interesting places on the island like
the Quill.

Lower Town are interrelated, with Upper Town attracting
the facilities like bars, restaurants, hotels and shops and
Lower Town the activities such as diving, sunbathing,
snorkelling, barbequing and boating. Traditionally Upper
Town and Lower Town have always been an entity,
regardless of the cliff that separates the two parts of
Oranjestad. The strategy to integrate the development
of Upper Town and Lower Town, instead of placing all
developments in Lower Town, can re-establish this
entity and use the best qualities of both areas. An
additional advantage of this strategy is that Upper Town
contains a lot of historically valuable buildings that are
in danger of deteriorating because people are moving
out of the city centre (see chapter 4.4). By increasing the
amount of ‘tourism’ developments and investments in
Upper Town and transform empty buildings into hotels,
restaurants or cafés, these buildings and their history
will be protected and the life can be brought back to the
city centre of Upper Town.

More permanent facilities are positioned in Upper
Town, while Lower Town provides space for temporary
facilities and attractions. In this way Upper Town and

Next to the integrated development of Upper and Lower
Town, the development strategy also aims at a stepwise
development that starts with small interventions. As

Upper Town: invest in
tourism attraction point

Lower Town: small scale
informal attractions

Illustration 70: Alternative strategy: Connect Upper and Lower Town and develop as a entity
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the analysis and section 5.3 showed, development in
small steps is necessary to be able to meet the ADM
and sustainable tourism development criteria. History
of plan development and execution on Statia show
that big plans almost never get realised (section 4.5).
This combined with a lack of knowledge on several
important topics such as coastal erosion and the high
costs of these big plans, underline the importance of
developments in small steps.

the first phase in the development of Upper and Lower
Town for sustainable tourism. They result in a better
quality of the area for tourists and inhabitants and
provide room for future developments, in case more
research has been done, coastal protection has been
improved and more investors are involved. This results
in the following development phases:
Phase 1. Start with the development of one good
connection between Upper Town and Lower Town
(incentive) and improve the spatial quality and
accessibility.

Developments will carried out in phases, depending on
the needs and wishes of people and available means.
The development strategy aims at developing Lower
and Upper Town in small steps, depending on factors
such as investors, local initiatives and the increase or
decrease in amount of tourists. In this way, plans can
be easily refined and adjusted when new information
comes available. These small interventions function
as an incentive that offers room and opportunities for
further/future developments and stimulates them. The
first step consists of relatively small interventions. Even
though these interventions are small, they can already
have a big impact on the quality of the area, thereby
increasing the chance that potential investors want to
develop something. The interventions have a no regret
character since they will also have a positive effect
on the area even when there are no further tourism
developments, be beneficial for the local community
and provide room for future developments.

Phase 2. Create more connections between Upper
and Lower Town and develop facilities and attractions
around the connection points.
Phase 3. Possible development of the Lower Town
boulevard, provided that more research has been done
to address the uncertainties, coastal protection has
been improved and more investors are involved.
A design is made to show the spatial implementation of
the first phase of the strategy. The focus in phase 1 of
the design lies on improving the connection between
Upper and Lower Town for pedestrians. Tourists are
mostly by foot and improving the connection for cars
would be too big of an investment at this stage. Phase
3 is a more suitable moment to explore options for
another car connection (new road) between Upper and
Lower Town. The second and third phase of the strategy
are not shown in a design, since there are still too many
uncertainties, but the design does offer room for the
proposed developments of phase 2 and 3. This is in line
with the ADM criteria and sustainable tourism criteria.

5.5. Design strategy
The following section describes the design strategy,
the spatial elaboration of the development strategy in
Upper and Lower Town. This consists of a description
of the design interventions that will be done in the area
(5.5.1 What), where these interventions will take place
(5.5.2 Where) and how they are designed (5.5.3 How).

Design question
In the end, this exploration has led to the definition of
the actual design task, and thereby also to the design
question. During the process many different questions
have emerged but it all comes down to the creation of a
good connection between Upper and Lower Town. The
design question, will thus be formulated as followed:

5.5.1. What
The strategic vision (5.4.2) is to develop in phases and
start with small interventions. The spatial vision is
to develop Upper Town and Lower Town for tourism
together as an entity. To realise this vision, first of all
Upper and Lower Town need to be better connected,
visually as well as physically, so that tourists and local
people can easily go from one area to the other and
experience the two areas as an entity. Secondly the
spatial quality and accessibility of Lower Town needs
to be improved, resulting in nicer recreational areas
for tourists and inhabitants. These interventions form

How can the connection between Upper and Lower
Town be designed, while taking into account the design
challenges and ambitions in the area and respecting the
ADM and sustainable tourism criteria?
This design question will form the basis for the
remainder of the process.
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5.5.2. Where
Finding a spot with development potential
The choice for the area to make the connection
depends on the development potential of a place. The
area that has the greatest potential for development is
selected for the design intervention. A potential spot
for development is an area with a certain complexity
that arises from the interaction of different landscape
layers. Barnett (2013) uses the term ‘assemblage’ for
these potential spots and states that these points have
the potential to develop when triggered by a (design)

intervention. According to Barnett (2013) landscape
architects are good in outlining these spots and have the
ability to unlock the potential of these places by making a
(design) intervention. Duchhart (2007) calls these small
and well placed interventions ‘incentives’ and describes
them as a strategy to stimulate future (landscape)
developments. Using incentives fits with the stepwise
design strategy to start with small developments that
can trigger other future developments.

Illustration 71: Combining the different landscape layers shows the area with the greatest development potential
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Design qualities in the area
To find the spot with the greatest development potential
and create this first incentive, the landscape, tourism
and water system analysis (chapter 4) of Upper and
Lower Town were combined, resulting in a clear image of
spots with a large complexity and thus a bigger potential
for developments (Ill. 71)). The area with the highest
complexity is located around the centre of Lower Town
and at the top of the cliff next to Fort Oranje with the
tourist office and the main route from Upper to Lower
Town, the Bay path (aka the Slave path). In and around
this area a high concentration of historically interesting
places is present, of which several are also part of the
current historical walking tour (Ill. 74). At the same time
this is the area that contains one of Statia’s biggest
water drainages, the Glaes Gut (Ill. 72). Each rain shower
litres of water are transported from the surrounding
area to the drainage and via a giant staircase drained
to a cistern where a part is collected and the rest is
transported to the sea (see section 4.3). Finally this area
offers a magnificent view over Lower Town and the sea
(Ill. 73). It can be seen as ‘Statia’s balcony’.

Illustration 72: Glaes Gut, main water drainage on Statia

This spot is selected to be developed first and will create
an improved connection between Upper and Lower
Town.

Illustration 73: View over Lower Town centre, from Upper Town
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Illustration 74: Design qualities in the area (1:2000)
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Orange
bay hotel
developments

Design challenges in the area
The previous section showed the qualities of the area
that give it a great development potential. However,
there are also several design challenges and the area
currently lacks the character of a connection point (Ill.
77). The area is messy, due to rubbish and dirt left by
water flowing to the Glaes Gut. The walking flow towards
the Bay path is blocked by randomly parked cars and
small stone walls that guide the water to the Glaes Gut
(Ill. 76). The Bay path itself is very steep and unshaded,
making walking between Upper and Lower Town an
unpleasant experience. The Glaes Gut is an eye catching
element, but a lack of access prevents people from
experiencing it as such. Moreover, the water catchment
does not function as it should, which is shown by the
broken walls and erosion of the cliff at the side of the
Glaes Gut (Ill. 75). The biggest challenge in this area is
to deal with the erosion. To understand the cause of the
erosion and take appropriate measures, an additional
exploration of the water system was executed through
sketching (Ill. 78).

Illustration 75: Erosion at the side of the Glaes Gut

Illustration 76: Walls prevent a good walking flow between Upper
and Lower Town
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Illustration 77: Design challenges in the area (1:2000)
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Illustration 78: Exploring the water related challenges and their cause in Upper Town (drawn at 1:500, scanned at 50% (1:1000))
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5.5.3. How: design concept

Exploration of design options

The main developments and investments are envisioned
In Upper Town. To stimulate these developments and
attract businesses and investors, several things need to
be done in the area. The water system and the tourism
routes and attractions form the two pillars of the
design. Water needs to be infiltrated, stored and guided
responsibly from the hinterland down the cliff towards
the sea (Ill. 79). Tourists and local people need to be
drawn from Lower Town up the cliff towards the historic
centre in Upper Town and attractions on the rest of Statia
and vice versa (Ill. 80). The Glaes Gut is the area where
the water and tourism routes meet and forms a node of
routes. Investing in the development of this node forms
the first incentive for future developments. Water and
tourism strengthen each other, instead of forming a
bottleneck. Tourism forms the linkage opportunity with
water, raising the quality of the plan to a higher level, as
intended within the ADM approach.

Several options were explored to deal with the problems
in the water system and make a good connection
between Upper and Lower Town. These include options
for cliff protection, redirecting the gully, the staircase
between Upper and Lower Town and improvement of
the water quality, water system and the function of
the Glaes Gut. By determining the pros and cons of
the measures, their suitability for the case on Statia
was determined. Based on the ADM and sustainable
tourism principles, the following features were taken
into account:
•

Technical feasibility: the vulnerability and steep
slope of the cliff make many regular solutions for
erosion prevention, such as terracing and staking
unsuitable for this area;

•

Size and sustainability of the measure: some
explored options are very expensive or technically

Illustration 79: Concept of the water system: infiltrate upstream, redirect in Upper Town, store in Glaes Gut, discharge to the sea
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challenging, which makes them less suitable
for application on Statia. Options that use local
materials, fit within the character of Statia and do
not compete with the current qualities but enhance
their experience are preferred;
•

Box 4: Method
The analysis of the water system and extent of the erosion
problems forms a crucial part in the design development. The
cause of erosion problems is revealed through an analysis
of the water system behaviour (section 5.3). An exploration
of solutions is started with a literature study of different
measures to combat erosion. The vulnerability and steep
slope of the cliff make many solutions unsuitable for this
area. A brainstorm session with experts (Klaas Metselaar) and
a sketch session (Pieter Germeraad) were carried out to come
to area-specific possible solutions. These solutions where
visualised and used in the design process to come to the a
preferred option. The design process consisted of additional
research, mainly on technical information of the water system,
sketching and detailing. The design options where discussed
and refined with and expert (Klaas Metselaar) over the course
of 3 meetings. This resulted a in design for the connection
point, with integrated water and erosion measures.

Effect on the experience of the area: because
the project area is developed for tourism, the
experience of the area plays an important role in
the assessment of the design solutions.

The design exploration shows that none of the measures
can fix all of the problems in the area by itself, but that
a combination of several measures is necessary. The
design includes a combination of different options and is
based on key principles of ADM and sustainable tourism.
The resulting design is shown in figure ? and explained
in the following section. During the design elaboration,
sketches will be shown to give an impression of the
design and research process.

Illustration 80: Concept of the tourism network, draw people from Lower Town along the Glaes Gut to Upper Town and vice versa
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The resulting design
The aim of the design interventions in this area is to
create a good connection for pedestrians and make use
of the qualities the area, such as the Glaes Gut, the view
over Lower Town, the interesting historical buildings
and the existing facilities. The main principle is to use
the qualities of the area and make them experienceable
instead of competing with them. That means taking
simple interventions that fit within the local character
of the area and using local materials.

The connection between Upper and Lower Town is made
by a stepped plaza that winds down between the fort
and the water storage and continues downward along
the water storage in the form of steps (Ill. 83). In Lower
Town the staircase turns into a path that leads directly
to the coast and thus ensures better accessibility and a
greater visual connection between Upper Town, Lower
Town and the sea. A better accessibility of the Bay path
and an upgrade of the path from the Bay path along the
Old Gin house also contribute to a better connection
between Upper and Lower Town.

The water system is adjusted to prevent erosion and
create conditions for cliff recovery (Ill. 81). For this, the
infiltration upstream is improved, water is redirected at
places where it causes erosion, stored and filtered to
improve the quality of the water that flows into the sea.
Next to that, the fragile areas are made inaccessible for
roaming animals, in particular goats. These measures
protect the cliff and allow it to recover by itself. The
water system forms the basis for other measures that
are necessary to make the area and attractive place to
recreate.

In Lower Town, public space is improved as well (Ill. 84).
The connection point is designed as a multi-functional
recreational area. Salt-tolerant trees give necessary
shade and the ruin structures provide an opportunity to
create flexible seating areas. Using these ruin structures
as a Casco gives room to several temporary and flexible
activities and developments such as, barbequing,
terraces, local markets and beach bars, which can be
removed during bad weather. The accessibility and
pedestrian safety in Lower Town are improved through
the addition of a walking path along the coast and a
small pier along the waterfront of Lower Town centre.
Small stairs and piers provide a better access to the
beach and the sea.

On top of the cliff, the public space is designed in a way
that makes it nicer to stay and more logical for people to
go to Lower Town coming from Upper Town centre, via
the new staircase and Bay path or vice versa (Ill. 82). For
this, cars are moved to other places outside the area,
shaded recreational places are created and walls that
block the natural walking flow are removed. The water
that runs over the road towards the Glaes Gut during
rain fall is directed under the new square towards the
water drainage, so that it is no longer leaves behind
debris. The Glaes Gut itself is restored, improving its
experience and storage capacity.

The resulting design is presented in illustration 85
and 86. The design leaves plenty of room for further
future developments, in case investors sign up or new
knowledge about e.g. climate change effects or erosion
becomes available (see section 5.6).

Legend
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Capture and storage
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Usage
Cliff protection

Illustration 81: Adjust water system to prevent erosion (1:6000)
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Legend
Facilities related to
public space
Existing public space
Improved public space

Illustration 82: Improve public space of Upper Town (1:6000)

Legend
Improved connection
New connection

Illustration 83: Improve connections between Upper and Lower Town (1:6000)
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New walking paths

Illustration 84: Improve public space and accesibility of Lower Town (1:6000)
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Illustration 85: Resulting design (1:1000)
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Illustration 86: Crossection resulting design (1:500)
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5.5.4. Detailed design explanation
This section gives a detailed explanation of the design
interventions. Inventions in the water system form the
basis for the design and the design interventions will be
explained in more detail starting at the top of the water
system, down the cliff and ending in Lower Town.
Water and erosion strategy
The first thing that needs to be done in the battle
against erosion is to take away the causes. An important
step is to improve the infiltration upstream, thereby
limiting the amount of water that flushes towards
Lower Town and the sea. This is achieved by creating
infiltration pits with gravel that recharge the ground
water (Ill. 88) (Bootsma, 2015). By equipping roads
with a proper drainage system (a gutter) the water
that runs over the roads is led to these infiltration pits.
The pits can be situated on strategic vacant pieces of
land, which will have to be determined in the field (Ill.
87). An additional advantage of this measure is that
ground water recharge will improve, which can play an
important role in providing fresh water on Statia and
waste water management (Bootsma, 2015; MacRae
& Esteban, 2007). Water that does not infiltrate and
reaches the city, is redirected towards the Glaes Gut
and other drainage gullies. This is done in a gentle way,
instead of blocking the water, since that would result
in damage of the water structure and erosion at other
places along the cliff (Ill. 87). Identifying the place
where it goes wrong and gently redirecting the water to
the Glaes Gut is a more sustainable solution. As a final
step in erosion prevention, the erosion sensitive area
is closed off for roaming animals, in particular goats.
Taking these measures will allow the cliff to recover
by itself. Adding vegetation with spreading roots, such
as agave and plants that the goats do not eat, such as
Oleander will further help cliff recovery. Since it will
take time for the cliff to stabilize by itself, the paths and
buildings along the fragile area are protected by small
walls that intercept the erosion material. A detailed
exploration of design options for water issues around
the Glaes Gut was conducted, to come to area specific
solutions (Ill. 89). They will be further elaborated in the
next sections.

Illustration 87: Visualizing of steps in the water and erosion strategy to explore their effect and synergy

Illustration 88: Principle sketch of an Infiltration pit
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Illustration 89: Exploration of design solutions for water issues in Upper Town. Principle is to have multiple safety levels (drawn at 1:500,
scanned at 50% (1:1000)).
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New recreational square

construction detail). Tis makes it easy to remove one
of the slabs if it is broken or if the underlying water
catchment needs to be checked.

Key principle of the design strategy is to do bigger
investments in the higher laying area of Upper Town.
The area on top of the cliff, above the Glaes Gut, has
the potential to become a recreational area with a
fantastic view over Lower Town and the sea. Therefore,
the area needs to be more logically organised and
shaded seating facilities need to be created (Ill. 90).
This provides a challenge, because the water that flows
to the Glaes Gut currently flows through this area. A
form-seeking study was conducted, where options for
the walking flow and dimensions of water squares were
explored (Ill. 91-95). In the end, the decision was made
to raise the square 25 cm and lead the water under
the road towards the Glaes Gut. By directing the water
under the square, no debris is left on the street and no
more walls are necessary to direct the water, resulting
in a square with no obstacles for walking. Raising the
square to one floor level, provides more unity, creating
the feeling of a reel square instead of a road with some
trees in the middle. An additional advantage is that by
raising the square 25 cm, 41,9 m3 new water storage
is created, providing room to store 41900 litre extra
water. This can be especially useful in case of increased
peak rainfall during a hurricane, due to possible climate
change. Concrete slabs of 2*2*0,1 m will be used,
that are supported by concrete blocks (see ill. 112 for

The public space on top of the cliff consists of several
zones with a different character. At the North side of the
square, the small park is extended, creating a shaded
green recreational area that also provides a great
entrance towards the church. Because of the trees, the
water is transported through a pipe towards the Glaes
Gut instead of under the entire square. Right on top
of the cliff, the character of the square is more urban,
with palm trees in moveable bins, that also provide
seating facilities. Cafes and restaurants can extend
their terraces to this area and new businesses could be
situated in the historical buildings behind the square. A
new viewing platform that extends over the Glaes Gut
provides magnificent views over the water structure,
Lower Town and the ocean. The grass field in front of
Fort Oranje can function as a new event site, with Fort
Oranje as a spectacular background. The access from
the Ocean view restaurant to the grass field is improved
by small stairs, so the area can be used as a temporary
terrace.
The improvement of the public space provides an
incentive for businesses to settle in the historical core
of Upper Town and make this area a fantastic place for
tourists and local people to recreate (Ill. 96 & 97).

Legend
New and existing
facilities
Green recreational
areas
Statias balcony viewpont
Relation between
facilities and public
space

Illustration 90: New recreational areas on top of the cliff in Upper Town (1:1000)
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Illustration 92: Exploration of public space funtions (drawn at
1:500, scanned at 25% (1:2000)).

Illustration 91: Exploration of public space funtions (drawn at
1:500, scanned at 25% (1:2000)).

Illustration 94: Formstudy on new arrangements of public
space (drawn at 1:500, scanned at 25% (1:2000)).
Illustration 93: Sketching to combine water and recreational functions
(drawn at 1:200, scanned at 20% (1:1000)).

Illustration 95: Sketching to explore the effect of height differences (drawn at 1:200, scanned at 20 % (1:1000)).
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Illustration 96: Current sittuation on top of the cliff: messy, illogical area without shade

Illustration 97: New situation: water flows under the raised square with palm trees in moveable bins with benches. The area functions as a
real view point, Statia's balkony. Cafes and restaurants can use the area as terrace extention.
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Sediment traps
To make sure the water square will not get blocked and
remove sediment out of the water before it enters the
Glaes Gut, sediment traps are installed at the top and
side of the square (Ill. 99). The improvement of the
infiltration upstream and redirection of the water will
already limit the amount of dissolved sediment in the
water. The water flows through the sediment traps and
under the raised street (25 cm) towards the Glaes Gut.
Due to existing trees, the sediment trap in the North of
the area will transport the water through a drainage tube,
that can water the new park (Ill. 98). The dimension of
the sediment trap depends on the amount of discharged
water and the amount of dissolved sediments in the
water. Because no exact data were present about these
elements and estimation was made together with Klaas
Metselaar based on field observations, map study and
ArcGis calculations. An estimation of the catchment
area (199328 m2) based on the contour lines was made
with ArcGis (Ill. 100). With this information the amount
of water that flows to the Glaes Gut during any shower
can be calculated. Combining this with an estimation of
the dissolved sediments in the water and the amount
of times the sediment trap will be emptied, determines
the necessary size of the sediment trap. To prevent
over dimensioning of the sediment trap, a conservative
estimation of its size is made. When it turns out more
sediment is trapped that estimated the trap can be
emptied more often. In this case 2 sediment traps of 12
m3 (6m*2m*1m) are installed at the top and south side
of the new square. During a shower of 10 mm, 3,87 m3
sediment is deposited in these two traps. Assuming that
the sediment is divided equally between the two traps,
that comes down 1,94 m3 per trap. This means that after
roughly 62 mm of rain, the trap needs to be emptied.
Considering the annual amount of 905 till 1305 mm of
precipitation per year, this comes down to an average
of once or twice a month. The detailed calculation of
the size of the sediment trap can be found in appendix
3. An expert should be consulted to calculate the exact
dimensions of the sediment trap.

Illustration 98: Water flows through the sediment trap, is transported through a drainage tube towards the Glaes Gut

Legend
Sediment trap
Water square
(covered)
Water flow

Illustration 99: Renewed water system in Upper Town (1:1000)

The sediment trap will result in cleaner water that
runs into the sea. This measure can be expanded by
applying a filter that filters the nutrients and possible
toxic substances out of the water. Another option that
can be added in a later stage is a helophyte filter (see
section 5.6). The remaining sediments can be used for
construction, such as the walking path through Lower
Town (see section Lower Town).
Illustration 100: Estimation of the catchment area with ArcGis,
based on the roads and contour lines (1:20.000)
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Improve the Glaes Gut
The water that is not infiltrated before it enters the
city will flow towards the Glaes Gut. With simple
interventions, the working and experience of the
water structure can be improved (Ill. 101). The water
structure is adjusted by raising 30 cm walls of reinforced
concrete with an outer layer of stones, similar to the
material of the rest of the Glaes Gut. In this way small
basins are created that will hold the water longer and
let it flow over the entire water structure instead of
cascading down the middle (see ill. 116 for impression).
This provides a better water experience and makes the
structure less fragile by reducing the water speed. A
key element in the improvement of the Glaes Gut is to
make sure that the water does not stay in the basins
for too long and form a breading place for mosquitos.
The breeding cycle of a mosquito lasts 4-14 days, so
to be on the safe site and also to prevent smells from
stagnant water, the water should evaporate from the
basins within 4 days. Several options were explored
and assessed by calculating the amount of water and
evaporation speed for each option (Ill. 102). It turned
out that the only way to make sure the water evaporates
within 4 days, is to add small drains in the basins. The
detailed calculations can be found in appendix 3. Similar
to the design for the sediment trap, an engineer should
be consulted to determine the exact dimensions of the
raised walls and drains.

After the water cascades down over the improved water
structure, it is stored in the renovated cistern instead of
being directly transported towards the sea. From here
it can be used to water the gardens of the hotels and
restaurants in Lower Town such as the Old Gin House or
the new Orange Bay Hotel. Since Statia frequently has
to deal with drought, it is essential that fresh water is
stored as much as possible (van Kerkhof, 2015). When
the cistern is full and the water is not needed, the
remaining water can flow towards the sea through a
small channel.

Legend
Raised walls form
small basins
Cistern
Gully towards the
sea
Water flow

Illustration 101: Improved Glaes Gut with extra storage (1:1000)
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Illstration 102: Exploring different options to improve the Glaes Gut with pros and cons and detailed sections. This exploration raises new
questions that need to be researched. In the end an option with a small drain is chosen as the preferred option.
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New connection between Upper and Lower Town
The improved Glaes Gut provides the perfect opportunity
to create a spectacular new connection between Upper
and Lower Town and make the Glaes Gut itself better
experienceable. On the south side of the Glaes Gut,
next to Fort Oranje, there is room to make a grant
entrance. The goal is to draw people from Upper Town
centre towards the Glaes Gut, down to Lower Town
and the sea and vice versa (see ill. 116 for impression).
Several environmental factors such as the steep slope
and erosion of the cliff, the gully and limited available
data make this a complex design assignment. To bridge
the altitude difference in a pleasant way and to take into
account the challenges, a lot of options were explored
by means of sketching and form-seeking, detailing and
discussing them with experts (Ill. 104-107). In the end
the option of a stepped plaza was chosen, that winds
down the Glaes Gut and continues along the water
structure in the form of a staircase (Ill. 103). Choosing
this form for the plaza has several advantages. The
curve of the plaza extends the length of the walkway,
making it possible to gently bridge the height difference
(Zimmermann, von Birgelen, & Knocke, 2009). This
curving shape also provides multiple views over the
Glaes Gut and Lower Town and thereby an interesting
experience. The plaza can be accessed from the fort
and the road towards Upper Town centre (Ill. 103). In
Lower Town the stairs turn into a path way that leads
directly towards the sea, in between the Old Gin House
and Golden Era Hotel. Planting salt-tolerant trees along
the pathway improve the line of sight and thereby the
visual connection towards the sea.

Legend
New stepped plaza
Access from Upper
Town
Continuation of
stairs and path
towards Lower
Town and the coast

The staircase along the water structure descents
together with the water structure. Other options for
less steep staircases where explored, but they require a
lot more construction (Ill. 104) In view of the ADM and
sustainable tourism principles, the choice is made to do
a simple intervention now and leave the option open to
develop a different staircase in a next phase.

Illustration 103: New stepped palaza, stairs and walking path provide a better connection beteen Upper and Lower Town (1:1000)

properly to the Glaes Gut, the cliff will recover by itself.
Since this can take a while, additional measures will be
necessary to ensure the safety of the people going up
and down the new route between Upper and Lower
Town. Gabion walls filled with a mixture of soil and basalt
stones from the beach protect the new connection
between Upper and Lower Town against erosion in the
meantime (Ill. 106). A drainage tube taps water from
the gully and distributes it over the gabions. In this was
the gabions can be covered with vegetation, thereby
blending in with the cliff and providing a desired natural
outlook as counterpart to the Glaes Gut.

The stepped plaza is made out of white concrete slabs
supported with a concrete base and compacted soil and
with its curved shape forms a light ‘natural’ counterpart
for the robust Glaes Gut. The steps are tilted 1% towards
the outer side of the plaza, which is fitted with a small
gutter. When it rains, the water will flow towards this
side of the plaza and be transported to the Glaes Gut
through the gutter (see ill. 108 -111 for construction
details).
When the goats are locked up and the water is directed
90

1

Illustration 104: Detailed measurements and calculations of the height of the cliff and incline of the stairs, provide options to bridge the
height difference. The stepped plaza will provide apleasant incline. The stairs along the Glaes Gut (1) require extra construction and can be
adapted in a later stage (scan 25%).
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Illustration 105: Exploring different options to connect Upper and Lower Town with pros and cons and detailed sections. This exploration
raises new questions that need to be researched. In the end the option of a stepped plaza that winds down the cliff, without saving the tree,
is prefered (drawn at 1:500, scanned at 37,5% (1:1333)).

Illustration 106: Visualising the effect of a gabion wall to protect the stairs along the Glaes Gut, led to the decission to use 3
gabion of 1,5*1,5*1,5 m, instead of 10, since that options is to massive and contrasts to much with the Glaes Gut.
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Illustration 107: Exploring different options to lead the gully down the cliff in a responsible way, with pros and cons and detailed sections.
This exploration raises new questions that need to be researched. In the end the option to let the gully descend together with the stepped
plaza and connect it to the Glaes Gut is prefered (drawn at 1:500, scanned at 37,5% (1:1333)).
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Illustration 108: Detail of stepped plaza and gully (1:200)
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Illustration 109: Cross section stepped plaza (1:100)
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Illustration 110: Detail stepped plaza and gully (1:100)
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Illustration 111: Detail stairs connecting to adjacent path
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32,3 m

The Gully
the gully does not cascade down the cliff anymore, but
is transported in a controlled way. As with the general
water and erosion strategy, here too the starting point is
to infiltrate as much water as possible before it reaches
the gully. The catchment area of the gully is the grass
field next to Fort Oranje. By creating infiltration pits in
this area, the water that flows to the gully is minimized.

Simultaneously with the stepped plaza, the Gully next
to the Fort is redirected to prevent further cliff erosion.
Here too, several options were explored in combination
with the stepped plaza and discussed with experts (Ill.
107). In the preferred option the gully, that now ends at
the top of the cliff, is extended and descends gradually,
following the shape of the stepped plaza (Ill. 112 &
113). Where the square continues as a staircase along
the Glaes Gut, the gully is led under the square and
connected to the Glaes Gut. In this way, the water from

When dealing with water, especially in such a fragile
area, materials and the slope of the gully are of great
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A
Illustration 112: The gully winds along the steeped plaza and is connected to the Glaes Gut (1:500)
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Illustration 113: Cross section gully (1:100)
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importance. To prevent the water from cascading down
and eroding soil, the hydraulic gradient of the gully
should be as minimal as possible, and not more than
2% (K. Metselaar, personal communication, 2016).
The steep slope of the cliff makes this impossible,
even when leading the gully along the stepped plaza.
Therefore, check dams are installed that let the water
run down in phases, thereby decreasing the gradient
of the gully (Ill. 114). Permeable or porous dams, built
from local materials are preferred over impermeable
dams, because the impact of hydrostatic forces is
negligible (Riksen, n.d.). Therefore the gully (bottom
and supporting walls) is built with gabion walls filled
with stones and soil, so that it will be covered with
vegetation later on. De dams is constructed with gabion

walls as well and drains that will drain the water from
the ground behind the walls. The dam consists of an
apron that catches the water, a sill that makes sure there
is no erosion and a spillway (Ill. 114) (Riksen, n.d.). All
dimensions and materials of the walls, gully and stairs
need to be precisely determined by a hydraulic engineer
(see ill. 108, 110 & 113 for construction details).
This design for the gully along with the stepped plaza
does not only solve the erosion problem, but also adds
an amazing experience for people walking down the
stepped plaza. When it rains, water will flow through the
gully and the Glaes Gut, surrounding the stepped plaza
from two sides with water (see ill. 116 for impression).

Illustration 114: Principels for gully and check dam design (Riksen, n.d.)

Exact dimensions are to be
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B
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Illustration 115: Corrent situation at Glaes Gut current, with erosion at the side and limited water experience. Water is transported through
the middle directly to the cistern.
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Illustration 116: New situation at Glaes Gut: raising the walls in the middle and creating basins, lets the water flow over the entire structure.
The new stepped plaza improves the connection between Upper and Lower Town and makes the Glaes Gut better experienceable.
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Improved public space in Lower Town centre

Sugar apples (Annona) and Spanish lime (Melicoccus
bijugatus) (H. Madden, personal communication, 2015;
Rojer, 1997). Illustration 119 gives an overview of the
old and new vegetation in Upper and Lower Town.

In Lower Town, no major investments are done, but a
nicer recreation area is created for tourists and locals,
which offers the potential for further development at
a later stage. First of all the quality of the public space
in Lower Town centre is improved. The area is cleaned
by removing rubbish and placing garbage bins. At the
moment, there is an alternation between buildings and
open areas with ruin structures, now often used for
parking. Several of these open areas form connection
points of new and existing routes, thereby having great
development potential (Ill. 117 & 118). These areas are
designed as multi-functional recreational areas, with
the ruins as a basic structure. Integrated benches and
planters are placed along the ruin structures, providing
seating facilities and giving the area a nicer atmosphere.
Furthermore, the areas are kept open, which gives
room to several temporary and flexible activities and
developments such as: barbequing, terraces, local
markets and beach bars that can be removed during
bad weather. Containers can be used as temporary bars
within these ruin structures and function as storage
places during hurricanes.

In principle, it is advised not to build permanent
facilities and attractions in Lower Town for the time
being. However, if there is a wish to do so, certain places
will be designated where building is possible. Places for
expansion are pointed out within the more enclosed
areas, whereby this sequencing of closed semi private
places and open public places becomes more distinct.
A number of ruins can be restored with strong local
materials such as basalt stones and house new facilities,
such as a bicycle rental or tourist information point (Ill.
117) . The new and existing facilities and attractions
can make use of the multi-functional recreational areas
for temporary activities. In a later phase there is the
possibility to develop more permanent facilities and
attractions in Lower Town centre.
The idea is that Lower Town center as a whole becomes
a connection point, that can be experienced in several
ways and where public and private space are wellmatched. Several different paths are created to cross
the area, which are described in the following section.

Since the open areas in Lower Town centre are currently
used for parking, parking places need to be relocated
outside Lower Town centre. A zone for parking is
appointed at the cliff side north of Lower Town centre,
where people can place their cars wherever they like (Ill.
118). This area is suitable since there are no buildings
and other places of interest, the distance till the cliff
is wide and parking on this side of the road does not
obstruct the view toward the sea. Another parking area
is situated next to the Golden Era hotel, across from the
new Orange Bay Hotel. Small walls and vegetation are
used to prevent people from using the old parking areas
(Ill. 128).

Accessibility in Lower Town
The accessibility of the area is improved by renovating
the road and creating several walking paths along the
entire length of Lower Town and through Lower Town
centre. To accommodate the access to the sea and
beach, a walking path is placed along the sea side of
the road through Lower Town. This side offers more
variety than the cliff side of the road, with the many
ruins of old colonial warehouses as the main attraction
and provides people an uninterrupted view towards the
sea. Places to access the beach are created along the
path, that allow people to choose their own preferred
walking route along the beach. This prevents people
from accessing the beach on other places and accidently
contributing to coastal erosion. A second path is created
in between Lower Town centre and the entrance area
near the harbour (nieuwe pad), to provide easy access
to the yet to be constructed Orange Bay hotel and its
additional facilities. In Lower Town centre, a small pier
with docks is placed along the waterfront to provide
better access to the beach and sea. This fits with the
historical character of Lower Town, since some buildings
along the waterfront had docks for the ships to offload
their cargo (Caceres-Suarez et al., 2014).

Salt-tolerant trees with a small trunk and broad semi
permeable canopy provide necessary shade within the
multi-functional recreational areas. Trees with a semi
permeable canopy will provide shade without making
the contrast between the shaded and none shaded
areas too large, which is important considering the
bright sunlight on Statia. Water from the cistern can be
used for irrigation. The following species are suitable
to apply in Lower Town: an Acacia species, Sanbox tree
(Hura crepitans), Indian tulip tree (Thespesia populnea),
Seagrape (Coccoloba uvifera), Roughbark lignum-vitae
(Guaiacum officinale), Sea almond (Terminalia catappa),
Rain tree (Samanea saman), Royal poinciana (Delonix
regia), Chinaberry (Melia azedarach), one of the various
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Legend
Multifunctional
recreation areas
Footpath

Illustration 117: Foothpaths and multifunctional recreation areas at the junction of routes in Lower Town centre (1:1500)

Legend
Current buildings
Options for new
buildings
Ruin structures
used for seating
Parking zones

Illustration 118: Buildings and ruin structures in Lower Town centre (1:1500)
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Illustration 119: The current and new trees in Lower Town centre (1:1500)
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Illustration 120: Location of the crossections (1:1000)
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Old Gin
House

1A

New foothpath
(200 cm), raised 20
cm relative to road

Teracce and
restaurant Old Gin
House

New pier

1B

Illustration 121: New foothpath at the location of the Old Gin house where there is little room for a path (1:400)

New foothpath,
connects to bay
path

2A

Old Gin
House
Ruin with seating
facilities

Multi funtional
recreation area

New foothpath
(200 cm), raised 20
cm relative to road

Multi funtional
recreation area

Ruin with seating
facilities

Illustration 122: New multifunctional recreation area next to the Old Gin house (1:400)

Bay path towards
Upper Town

3A

Improved road
(500 cm)

Multi funtional
New foothpath
(200 cm), raised 20 recreation area
cm relative to road

Ruin with seating
and bbq facilities

Illustration 123: New multifunctionale recreation area at the coast, on the bottom of the bay path (1:400)
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3B

2B

The position and appearance of the path depend on the
character of the surrounding landscape and the available
space (Ill. 121 -123)). In the open areas of Northern Lower
Town and between Lower Town centre and the harbour,
the path will consist of loose-fill surfacing for which
volcanic sand may be used that has been collected in
the water storage next to Fort Oranje (Ill. 125). This type
of path fits with the more natural character of the open
areas as opposed to the urban character of Lower Town
centre and the harbour. Furthermore this can easily be
restored when it is damaged by the sea or a hurricane,
making it a flexible intervention in accordance with
the ADM and sustainable tourism principles. The path
in Lower Town centre will be constructed of basaltic
lava stones (Ill. 124 & 127). These can be found in big
numbers on Lower Town beach and will be cut in half,
thus the flat side will form the surface of the path.
These stones were also used to build the warehouses
of which the remains can still be found on the beach.
Using these stones for the path gives it an area specific
outlook and ensures that local materials are used,
instead of having to import materials from overseas. An
additional advantage is that the beach will be cleared of
the stones and an easier access to the sea is provided.
The position of the path in relation to the road depends
of the available space between the road and the coast
or the buildings. Several options have been explored
for the position and lay-out of the road and path (Ill.
129). The preferred situation is to keep space between
the path and the road. When this is not possible the
path is placed along the road, but heightened about 20
cm relative to the road for safety reasons. At one place
in Lower Town- between the Old Gin House Hotel and
Restaurant- there is no room for a path. The proposed
solution is to situate the path on the raised border in
front of the Old Gin House (Ill. 121). This needs to be
attuned with the owner.

Illustration 124: Cut basalt stones that can be found on the beach
of Lower Town are used for foothpath in Lower Town centre and the
south, provide urban look

Illustration 125: Loose-fill surfacing for foothpath in Northern part
of Lower Town, provides natural look. Sand from sedimenttrap can
be used for construction.

The pier in Lower Town centre will have a more urban
character and is made out of concrete slabs with a
special design (Ill. 126). This provides the cheerful
Caribbean boulevard feeling that is envisioned in the
SDP and Investment guide, even though it is a very
simple design. Water can flow under the pier, preventing
the waves from smashing against it and destroying the
pier, as has happened with the new mooring square in
the south of Lower Town.

Illustration 126: Pier along the water front of Lower Town centre,
constructed with concrete slabs of 2 × 2 metres with a design for
carribean feeling and anti-slip incase it gets splashed by the sea.
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Illustration 127: Different sizes of the basalt stones discern the
multifunctional recreation areas (30-80 cm), the foothpath (10-50
cm) and the walls (10-30 cm)

Illustration 128: Small walls of basaltstones (10-30 cm) can be used
to seperate the road and foothpath, guide the water, seperate private and public areas and prevent car parking in unwanted areas.

Illustration 129: Exploration of options for road and walking paths with their pros and cons. A simple option (option 3) with normal road and
walking paths is prefered in phase 1 of the design, to allow access for pedestrians and cars (drawn at 1:50, scanned at 37,5% (1:135))
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5.5.5. Implementation of the design
of Lower Town is therefore to develop these areas,
creating more connections between Upper and Lower
Town and stimulate the development of facilities and
attractions around these areas (Ill. 131). The step-bystep local approach used for the first connection point
can function as an example for the development of
the other areas. This second step also provides the
opportunity to expand the developments from the first
step, based on future developments, wishes or new
knowledge. If, for example, more knowledge becomes
available on the quality of the water and the need for
a better water filter arises, a helophyte filter can be
implemented behind the cistern of the Glaes Gut in
Lower Town.

As the previous sections show, the proposed design
consists of several parts that are closely interlinked.
The preference is to tackle everything at the same
time, but if that is not possible then a phasing in the
design can be made. Before the implementation of the
design, it is important to involve an engineer to take
measurements and calculations on site and determine
the exact dimensions of the stepped plaza, the gully, the
sediment trap and the Glaes Gut. It is also important to
involve a hydrologist to further research the infiltration
options upstream.
During the design implementation, first the erosion
prevention measures need to be brought to order. The
stepped plaza, gully, water square and sediment traps,
and gabion walls need to be developed simultaneously,
because of their interrelation. It is also advisable to
develop the Glaes Gut as soon as possible, especially
when construction is already been done in the area. The
public space and paths in Lower Town are important,
but not a prerequisite for the design and can be
implemented later on. The same goes for the park in
front of the church and the stairs along the Glaes Gut.
When the new stepped plaza and gabion walls are build,
the old staircase may suffice for a while. The next section
describes the possibilities for further development of
Lower Town.

Step 3 of the development of Lower Town can be done
when more research has been done to address the
remaining uncertainties and coastal protection has been
improved. Until that time comes, it is advisable to keep
the areas between the connection spots, in particular
the north of Lower Town, free from fixed solid structures.
First of all to maintain the possibility for activities in this
area such as little markets and Eastern festivities, and
secondly because of the vulnerability of the area for the
effects of coastal erosion and climate change. In case
a better coastal protection comes in existence in step
3, the south of Lower Town could be developed into a
‘boulevard’, providing room for intended developments
such as the Orange bay hotel (Ill. 132).

5.6. Further development for Lower
Town

Step 2 and 3 provide a broad range of development
opportunities. Lower Town centre with the historical
route and new walking paths can be connected to the
new envisioned Golden Rock heritage trail as designed
by Marieke van Zuiden (2016). This route starts at the
Old-Gin house and ends at the plantations north of
Lower Town. In case of better coastal protection, the
ruins in the shoreline of Lower Town North can also be
used for developments that van Zuiden proposes in her
design (2016).

The design described in the previous sections is an
answer to the design question: How can the connection
between Upper and Lower Town be designed, while
taking into account the design challenges and ambitions
in the area and respecting the ADM and sustainable
tourism criteria?
The design as first step in the development of Lower
Town results in a no-regret design that gives a first
incentive for future developments. It improves the
water system, deals with the erosion problems and
makes the area a nice place for tourists and locals to
recreate. It connects Upper and Lower Town and adds
new routes that can connect the area to the rest of the
island (Ill. 130).

Where the first step primarily requires public investment,
private investment and public-private cooperation will
become increasingly important in the next steps. The
first step gives an incentive after which private investors
will need to get involved and continue the developments.
The time path and the developments in step 2 and 3
depend mainly on the willingness of private parties to
get involved, in particular in the possible developments
of Lower Town boulevard with new businesses in step 3.

As the analysis in section 5.5.2 showed, there are two
more areas in Lower Town with a high development
potential (Ill. 59) The second step in the development
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Illustration 130: The result of step 1: a no-regret design which develops one spot as a tourism attraction point, improves the connection
between Upper and Lower Town and gives an incentive for future developments (1:10.000)

Illustration 131: Step 2: develop de other areas with high development potential and make more connections between Upper and Lower
Town (1:10.000)

Boulevard

Cultural heritage route
Illustration 132: Step 3: When more research has been done, more developments can take place in Lower Town, e.g. the development of
Lower Town boulevard or a cultural heritage route
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Getting to know
Statia

Walk-in exhibition

1. Fieldwork Statia

1. Walk-in exhibition

2. Analysis

2. Landscape and
tourism analysis

2. Analysis

3. Synthesis
(outcome)

3. Design options for
tourism development

Basic process

Theoretical
framework

1. Data
collection

3. Ambitions, whishes
and local knowledge
regarding tourism
development

Illustration 133: Scematic representation of the RTD-process as it was executed during this thesis
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Explore coastal
protection
1. Exploration coastal
protection
2. Selecting promising
options
3. Design brief - no big
investements in LT

5. Discussion
6.
6.1. Reflection on the RTD process

The conclusion answers the main research question: Is
RTD a relevant way of localising the ADM approach in a
design case: the development of sustainable tourism in
Lower Town, Sint Eustatius?

As explained in the theoretical framework, RTD within
the ADM approach in the Delta program was used to
localise ADM in 4 different ways: as an explorative
method, a testing method, a connection tool and as a
communication tool (van Kapel, 2014). These 4 ways
were displayed at the end of part 1 of the thesis as 4
equal components within the localising character of
RTD. Reflection on the research and design process for
Upper and Lower Town, shows their use and mutual
relationship in this particular project in more detail.

To answer this question, a reflection on the research
process is necessary. By retracing the steps that
were made and reviewing their outcome, it can be
determined if and when RTD was used, in what way it
was used and finally if it was a relevant way of localising
the ADM approach. Illustration 133 shows a schematic
presentation of the process as it was executed during
this thesis. As mentioned in chapter 2 it was an
explorative and iterative process with several feedback
loops and an alternation between various divergent
and convergent phases. Sketching and designing
were used throughout the entire process, from the
landscape and tourism analysis till detailing the final
design. The process shows similarities to the design
process described by van Etteger in the conference
paper of the 2017 ECLAS conference titled: A reflective
design representation, Action and reaction in designing
(Forthcoming). However, the process used in this thesis
was a research process, in which a design was made and
not just a design process. This means that the result is
not only a design but also new knowledge, which needs
to be trustworthy and verifiable (J. W. Creswell, 2014;
Deming & Swaffield, 2011; Lenzholzer et al., 2013;
Lenzholzer et al., 2016).

Alternative strategy
development

Explore development Getting to know
potential
Glaes Gut
1. Collecting data from
the analysis

2. Find opportunities

2. Combining the data to
find overlap

3. Connect UT and LT and
develop together

3. Area with greatest
development potential

1. Zoom in on area
2. Analysis
sketching

through

3. Overview of challenges
and opportunities
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1. Detailed studies on
several design parts
2. Choosing best options
3. Synergising options
in final design in maps,
images and details

Evaluation

1. Exploring other
development options

Design detailing

RTD as an explorative method
The explorative character of RTD played a dominant
role in the research process. From the start of the
thesis RTD was used to analyse the area and explore
the character of the landscape and the qualities and
challenges for tourism development. Sketching helped
with a triangulation of the information gathered from
desk study and interviews, allowing the key points to
emerge from all the information. Through drawing a
feeling of the landscape, its shapes and size, distances
between attractions and facilities and height differences
was obtained. With other words, sketching helped to
understand the landscape. After analysing the landscape,
designing was used to explore a broad range of options
for tourism development in Lower Town. This was done
by making sketch designs and Photoshop images, that
were then shown during the walk-in exhibition. After
the walk-in exhibition, RTD was used to explore a broad
range of coastal protection options. Options mentioned
in literature were visualised for the situation on Statia in
small explorative sketches and tested against the ADM
and sustainable tourism criteria.

detailed exploration were then used to adjust the design
on a larger scale, resulting in several feedback loops.
An exploration or divergent phase always started with a
new question for which an answer was sought through
RTD. Often, this exploration led to new questions, that
needed to be answered through new explorations,
hence the iterative process. For example: the question
of how to deal with coastal erosion, led to a broad
range of options that where tested and judged on their
potential. After concluding that too much information
was missing, this led to another question: what is
possible in this area without coastal protection? An
overview of the most important questions that emerged
during the process can be found in table 10.
The explorative character of RTD played a major role not
only during the research process, but also in the way
the design turned out. The actual design question was
not clear at the start of the project, and because of the
explorative character of the research, the questions kept
changing during the process. The main design question
turned out to be about connecting Upper and Lower
Town and not about designing a boulevard. If I would
not have followed this explorative process, but would
have taken the design question that was given to me by
Alterra, the end result would have been very different.
Using RTD thereby has had a great effect on the design
question and thereby also on the final design.

After the decision was made to develop Upper and
Lower Town together, the place with the greatest
development potential was explored through sketching
of interesting places in the area of Upper and Lower
Town. Next a new analysis of the area was necessary to
figure out the problems and opportunities in the area
around the Glaes Gut. Here to, conceptual sketching on
a map and in small principle drawings was used to get a
grip on the area. Some aspects, such as the functioning
of the water system, needed to be understood in more
detail. Analysing sketches helped to make this visible
and thereby understandable.

RTD as a testing method
The testing character of RTD is closely linked to its
explorative character. Every time a range of options was
explored, they needed to be tested on site and judged
by the criteria of ADM and sustainable tourism. This
testing was done in different ways. The walk-in exhibition
functioned as a test for the tourism development
options. Expert consultations were used to test the
coastal protection options and when designing the
connection area between Lower Town and Upper Town.
Sketching was used as a method during these expert
meetings, in particular for the detailing of the design.

Sketching became more detailed and less conceptual
further on in the process. Sketches on maps with a scale
of 1:500 and 1:200 were used to explore the character
of the design, the shapes, with other words: the spatial
composition of the area. They were supplemented
with small sketched visuals to give an impression of
the atmosphere of the area and the influence of design
interventions. The different design options were also
explored in a more technical way and tested against
the ADM and sustainable tourism criteria. Especially for
the design of the gully, staircase and square with water
catchment, very precise and technical explorations of
options were necessary to assess the viability of the
design strategy. Therefore these options were explored
on a scale of 1:100 till even parts of 1:20 and dimensions
and proportions were written on the sketches. These

Even though the testing character of RTD is closely
linked to its explorative character, it was not always
used when explorative RTD was used. Testing was used
specifically to test design options against the ADM and
sustainable tourism criteria and not during the analysis
phases. It should be noted that not all options were
completely tested in detail. For most options only an
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Table 10: Overview of the most inportant questions that emerged during the process and how they were answered and let to knew questions

What are the characteristics of the landscape on Statia and in Lower Town?
o

Landscape analysis with maps, images, pictures

o

New question: qualities and challenges?

What are the qualities and challenges on Statia and in Lower Town regarding tourism development?
o

Tourism analysis with landscape qualities and challenges in maps + pictures

o

Context: sustainable tourism factors: environmental, economic, social and institutional

o

New question: fits with tourism ambitions?

What are the ambitions and wishes for tourism development in Lower Town?
o

Document study + interviews: tourism ambitions

o

Visualise ambitions in spatial scenarios: shown to public in walk-in exhibition

o
Outcome: impression of wishes of people on Statia + emerging of challenges. Need to find out more about
coastal protection
What are the possibilities for coastal protection in LT?
o

Document scan of coastal protection options

o

Sketching to visualise their effect in LT, discuss with expert

o
Outcome: conclusion that too much knowledge is missing, new research questions about sea currents,
oceanography, effects of coastal protection options. Until then: need for other strategy.
What is the best place for development (assemblage) in UT and LT?
o

Literature scan on assemblage: how to search for places with great development potential?

o

Combining data from the landscape, water and tourism analysis

o

Outcome: Area with greatest development potential: around the Glaes Gut.

What are the problems and qualities in this area (LT and UT) that need to be dealt with in the design?
o

Sketching to find out the problems and qualities

o
New research question: an in depth study of the functioning of the water system is necessary, to understand
how it works
How does the water system on Statia and in Lower Town function?
o

Schematic representation of water system + map with catchment area

o

Map with problems in the water system

o

New question: how to deal with these problems?

What are the design options to deal with cliff erosion, the gully, the stair case?
o
Alternation between document study, sketching and checking with experts to explore different options for parts
of the design
o

Assessing the options on ADM and Sustainable tourism criteria

o

New question: How can the options be combined into a cohesive design?

Explore shapes, sizes, form, spatial composition and coherence of the area around the connection point
o

Final design with synergy of options, confirming with the ADM and sustainable tourism options

o

How can Lower Town and Statia develop in the future? Need for further research!
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6.2. Discussion on RTD
After reviewing the research process, the main
discussion is if this process can be qualified as an RTD
process. Therefore, it needs to meet research criteria
(viability, trustworthiness) and produce new knowledge
(J. W. Creswell, 2014; Lenzholzer et al., 2013; Lenzholzer
et al., 2016). According to Deming and Swaffield (2011
205) “design only becomes an autonomous research
strategy when it produces new generalizable knowledge
about the world through its purposes, protocols, and
outcome”. The process in this thesis produces new
local knowledge and research questions, specifically for
Statia, that are not generalizable. On the other hand,
Lenzholzer et al. (2016 60) argue that this pragmatic
local knowledge “has the highest significance amongst
the RTD methods”, which does qualify the process of
this thesis as a research process. However, the research
does need to meet the research criteria, otherwise it
is a non-academic practical design process (Lenzholzer
et al., 2013). Throughout the entire process, several
sources of information were checked to triangulate the
results and a thick description of the research process
was used to be transparent about the process. There
was, however, a limit to what could be researched based
on time and the fact that I am not a technical engineer.
In particular, the technical data in the design must be
checked further. The fact that designing as a technique
was used as a research technique as well as a technique
to make a design, makes it difficult to differentiate
between the two. Especially in the later phase of the
research, the two types were very much intertwined.

exploration was done and their suitability was judged
based on general criteria. This was due to the scope
of the research and the lack of necessary technical
knowledge. It is therefore not possible to say that
all rejected options are also actually unsuitable. In
particular the possibilities for coastal protection need
more elaboration and research.
RTD as a method to create synergy
Creating synergy in the design with tasks in other areas
such as recreation or ecology is an important criteria of
ADM. The synergy creating character of RTD is hidden
in the explorative and testing character of RTD. When
testing options, one of the criteria for the selection of an
option or merging of several options, is that the options
offers a solution for challenges in multiple areas (water
and sustainable tourism). It is therefore not right to say
that creating synergy is a separate action of RTD. It is
just a characteristic of RTD hidden in the entire research
process, but nevertheless a very one important given
the requirements of ADM to create synergy in the
design. RTD as a method to create synergy is also used
when combining different sources of information, and
can therefore be seen as a form of triangulation within
the research process.
RTD as a communication method
At first sight, RTD as a communication method was
used only once during the design and research process,
during the walk-in exhibition. This is exactly opposite
of the Delta program, where the main reason for using
RTD is as communication method in Delta ateliers
(van Kapel, 2014). This difference can be explained by
the project design. I worked mostly on an individual
basis and only consulted people, whereas in the Delta
program, the projects are a lot bigger and people work
more together.

In this research, RTD as it is used within the ADM
approach was tested. Unfortunately, there is little
research about the relation between ADM and RTD (van
Kapel, 2014), which makes discussion on the use of RTD
within ADM difficult. However, what can be concluded
from the research in part 1 of the thesis is that RTD
in the Delta programme does not always meet the
research requirements (van Kapel, 2014). The emphasis
lies more on the collaborative design charrettes and less
on producing verifiable new knowledge. The research
in this thesis teaches that RTD is not just a wild-card
process that can be used as they please. It needs to be
an evidence based process.

However, after closely reviewing the research process,
it can be concluded that RTD was used more often as
a communication tool, in particular in communication
with experts, as has been pointed out in the testing
character of RTD. Through drawing and visualising
options, Ingrid Duchhart asked questions about the
Lower Town area. This ultimately led to noticing the
quality of the Glaes Gut and its development as a new
connection between Upper and Lower Town. Thus, it is
less apart from the other RTD characteristics than you
would say at first sight.
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6.3. Discussion on ADM
ADM provided the context for testing of the RTDmethod. Together with the spatial principles for
sustainable tourism, the characteristics of an adaptive
plan were used as guidelines to make design decisions
and assess the resulting design. Although ADM did
not provide concrete design principles, it did have a
great influence on the research process and the final
design. ADM necessitated a constant testing to check
if explored options were adaptive (no-regret, flexible,
taking into account multiple futures) (Haasnoot et al.,
2012; Haasnoot et al., 2011; van Rhee, 2012). This was
useful not only for water management issues but for
making plans in general, which fits with the synergetic
character of ADM to link water issues to tasks in other
areas (van Rhee, 2012). As a result, the final design
is a very feasible and operational design. The use of
ADM guidelines has not been compared to the use of
another approach. Therefore it cannot be concluded
that another approach would have had a different
outcome. What can be concluded, however, is that the
design differs from the more ‘out-of-the-box’ scenarios
and designs that have been developed in the past for
this area (Estudios de planificacion Penfold-Braswell
S.A., 1989; Hoogenboezem-Lanslots et al., 2010). This
observation makes it plausible that using a different
approach would result in a different design outcome.

Finally, this thesis has provided insight in the usefulness
of an ADM approach outside of the Netherlands. ADM
is presented in the Delta programme as an approach
to deal with uncertainty in future developments, while
making strategies for water management (Haasnoot et
al., 2011; van Rhee, 2012). In the Netherlands, however,
a lot of data about climate change, sea currents and the
Dutch water system in general is already present. In
Statia, most of this information was still missing. This
missing data made it very difficult to make anything
other than a no-regret design with a lot of uncertainties
about future developments instead of giving guidelines
to deal with this uncertain future. It shows that it is
very necessary to invest in more research in this special
municipality of the Netherlands (and probably on Saba
and Bonaire as well), otherwise it will be impossible to
make future-proof water management strategies for
these areas.

6.4. Discussion on Sustainable Tourism
In the theoretical framework it was concluded that
ADM and sustainable tourism had several similar
characteristics that made them a suitable combination
(see chapter 2). Therefore the were used together as
guidelines to make design decisions and assess the
resulting design. Since sustainable tourism was a linkage
opportunity of ADM and not the purpose of research,
the spatial relevant principles for sustainable tourism
have not been used as extensively as van der Lee (2014)
does in her research. The topic of sustainable tourism
influenced the direction of the analysis, in which Statia
and Lower Town were a.o. analysed from a tourist
point of view, and the focus of the design. The research
showed that ADM and sustainable tourism form indeed
a valuable combination. The lesson that can be learned
for sustainable tourism, is that the time-aspect of
ADM (developing in steps and connecting long and
short term decisions) also forms an important part of
the sustainable development of an area. This aspect
is currently missing in the spatial relevant principles
for sustainable tourism as researched by van der Lee
(2014). Therefore it is advised to do further research
into the possible added value of the time aspect for the
spatial relevant principles for sustainable tourism.

The ADM process as it is used in the Delta programme
was not completely applied during this thesis, since this
would take multiple years and participation of people
from different disciplines (Deltaprogramma, 2010; van
Rhee, 2012). Executing the entire ADM process is too
much work for one person and several parts are too
technical for landscape architects and need to be done
in multi-disciplinary teams (Deltaprogramma, 2010; van
Rhee, 2012). What can be observed, however, is that
the ADM process in general has a lot of similarities
to a design process. The ADM approach works with
a problem analysis phase and solution development
phase (van Rhee, 2012) which are also the main
components of a design process (Cross, 2007; Milburn
& Brown, 2003; van Etteger, Forthcoming). In the
process of this thesis, these 2 components can also be
recognised, although the process was more iterative
than the process described in the Delta programme.
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6.5. Limitations of the research
Several limitations have already been discussed in
the previous sections. The following sections gives an
overview.
Missing data

Limited show up at walk-in exhibition

A recurring problem during the research was the lack
of data and maps. A lot of research on essential topics,
such as coastal erosion, was missing and maps were
non-existed, outdated or inaccurate. As explained,
the lack of data had a great influence on the resulting
design. The inaccuracy of the maps made it necessary
to make some interpretations, especially on the height
data in Upper and Lower Town. Considering the scale of
the design, even half a metre of height difference has
a huge effect. That, combined with the fact that I am
not an engineer, is why the entire design needs to be
checked by an engineer in the field.

Even though the Walk-in exhibition was set up as a
low threshold meeting in a public environment with
free food and drinks, the turn-out of especially local
inhabitants was very low. The first visit of Rene Henkens
(2014) to Statia showed that involving local inhabitants
in the plan process is difficult. Interviews confirmed this
and the history of slavery was often mentioned as a
possible factor of the dislike against outside interference.
However, in his research Carlo Leonardi (2015) did not
come to the same conclusion. Other factors that were
mentioned in interviews are the rise of the TV and
mobile phone and the distrust towards the government,
but more research is necessary to figure out the exact
causes. The fact is that people seem tired of workshops
and do not have faith that anything is actually going to
happen with the plans. The advice is therefore to invite
people personally at a later stage, when there are actual
plans that can be discussed and use the network of the
churches of Statia to invite people.

Interviews not transcribed and coded
In a qualitative research, transcribing and coding
of interviews is used to analyse the content of the
interview (John W. Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Groat
& Wang, 2002; Kumar, 2011). For the scope of this
research, this was to extensive. Therefore, only notes
were taking during the semi-structured interviews
and informal talks. Most of the time the information
from the interviews was triangulated with information
from documents or other interviews. However, the
information for the social context was solely obtained
by semi-structured interviews and informal talks with
local people and lacks a scientific background. To really
understand these complex social structures more
specific research is necessary.
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Synergy
Explorative
Testing

Communication

Illustration 134: Coherence of 4 types of RTD within the RTD process of his thesis
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6. Conclusion and recommendations
7.
7.1. Conclusion
The conclusion answers the main research question: Is
RTD a relevant way of localising the ADM approach in a
design case: the development of sustainable tourism in
Lower Town, Sint Eustatius?

This review of the research process also clarified
the coherence of the different types of RTD as used
in the Delta program (Ill. 134). It turned out that the
explorative character of RTD was used most, from the
very start of the project all the way until the end and
was closely linked to the testing character of RTD. What
can be concluded is that the explorative character of
RTD is always used in a divergent phase of the design
and research process. It is used to explore a broad range
of options, problems or opportunities, that are then
tested and merged/selected during the convergent
phase. In addition, it is important to point out that RTD
is not only used during the ‘detailing’ phase, but also at
the very start of the process during the analysis. When
research criteria are met, RTD is not a method to make
a design, but rather a method were designing is used
to do research. The whole thesis can be understood as
an RTD-process, since designing was used throughout
the entire process to gather new local knowledge. The
project shows that explorative character of RTD can
be used in different phases of the design and research
process and on different scales and detail.

After reviewing the design and research process and the
result of using these 4 different ways of RTD, it can be
concluded that RTD a useful way of localising the ADM
approach, in particular for exposing local problems
and qualities. ADM and sustainable tourism provided
valuable general criteria but not enough practical
guidelines to make a design. RTD could close this gap by
providing local knowledge, thereby enabling me to make
an embedded contextual design. RTD in this case was
not a research method that provided new generalizable
knowledge, but as a pragmatic method that revealed
missing knowledge and raised new questions as well as
a connecting method that could show the spatial impact
of tourism to residents of Statia. However, this type of
process can also be regarded as a form of research, as
the research criteria of triangulation and transparency
were met. The resulting pragmatic local knowledge is
very valuable for Statia and provides new information
and (research) questions.
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7.2. Recommendations

7.2.2. For the Delta programme

On basis of the whole process and its findings,
recommendations will be given to Statia and the Delta
programme.

Part 1 of this thesis has given extensive recommendations
to the Delta programme, but this thesis also provides
some valuable lessons. First of all the Delta programme
should be more precise in the terminology about
what is meant by RTD and use the full potential of this
method to localise the ADM approach, and not just
the communication side in atelier sessions. The should
also be aware that RTD is a research method , and even
though it does not have to be fundamental research,
the process needs to meet research criteria. In addition,
this research showed the need to include the special
municipalities of the Netherlands (in any case Statia)
in the Delta programme and make water management
strategies for the future.

7.2.1. For Statia
Further research
•

Exact cause of coastal erosion: What causes the
coast to erode? Is there actually erosion or is it a
seasonal change? How do the sea currents flow?

•

Options for coastal protection: further research the
coastal protection options that where proposed in
5.2. In particular the building with nature options
seem promising.

•

Water quality: what is the quality of the water that
flows to the Glaes Gut? Are there any dangerous
dissolved substances in the water? If yes, how
can they be filtered? Is a helophyte filter a good
solution?

•

Involving local people: Why do people not want to
get involved in developments on Statia? How is it
possible to include people in the planning process?

Involve experts/engineers for the design execution:
•

Measure the exact catchment area, water flow and
sediments in the water that reaches the Glaes Gut;

•

Measure the exact heights and dimensions in the
area where the design is proposed;

•

Calculate and determine the exact measurements
of the design itself.

There is more than just Lower Town
A final recommendation to the WER, the developers
of the Master plan for Sustainable Tourism, is to also
look beyond Lower Town. Statia has many other great
opportunities that have also been pointed out, but
extensive research on the options for development
was not part of this thesis. Mart Reiling (2014) made
a start with an exploration of options for cycling
routes over the island that could be connected to the
development of Upper and Lower Town. This seems
like a promising idea that could also be an incentive for
other developments, but further research is necessary
to unlock this potential.
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Appendix
Appendix 1: Stakeholder analysis

dorm rooms for students, volunteers or other parties.
Together with Unesco, Secar organised an underwater
heritage course on Statia (St. Eustatius Centre for
Archeological Research, n.d.).

There are different stakeholders on the island. When
developing plans for tourism these are the main parties
that would probably be valuable to involve in this
process:

The Caribbean Netherlands Science Institute (CNSI)

The Government, specifically the Planning Bureau and
partners in Investment guide

The Caribbean Netherlands Science Institute at St
Eustatius is a facility that fosters scientific curiosity
and supports scientific research, (..) addressing issues
and questions relevant to the sustainability of tropical
small island economies (Carribean Netherlands Science
Institute, n.d.). The Institute opened in April 2014 and
offers workspaces, a lab with research facilities and
rooms for students or other parties (dorm or private
room with kitchen). Each month the Institute organises
a Science cafe, a recurring informal get-together of
staff and guests of CNSI and residents and visitors of
St Eustatius. The goal is to facilitate the sustainable
development of Statia by providing the opportunity for
people to meet, discuss, share knowledge and inspire
each other. This summer (2015) the CNSI organizes the
first module of a recurring Summer School about ‘Small
Island Natural Resource Development’.

The Planning Bureau is responsible for the execution
of plans. The Spatial Development Plan (SDP, similar to
the Dutch ‘bestemmingsplan’) consist of the zoning of
Statia and the rules for the different areas concerning
developments. They’re also responsible for any
adjustments made to SDP.
The St. Eustatius Tourism Development Foundation
The St. Eustatius Tourism Development Foundation
is responsible for the development and promotion
of tourism. They are staffed with seven people who
give information to tourists. They commissioned the
development of the ‘Master plan for Sustainable
Tourism’ and will offer this to the government as an
advice on how to develop tourism for Statia.

The Historical Foundation

Stenapa

The Historical Foundation is an organisation that aims
to promote and discover more about the history of
St. Eustatius. The Foundation often cooperates with
Secar and the Monument Foundation. They organise
historical tours for tourists and manage a museum in
which artefacts are shown. The Foundation is involved
with multiple renovation projects on Statia, amongst
which the renovation of the old historic city centre.
They have published some informative books amongst
which a cooking book with traditional recipes. The
director of this foundation has a lot of ideas and is very
passionate spokesman for the development of Statia
(W. Hellebrand, personal communication, 2014).

Stenapa (Sint Eustatius National Parks organisation)
is responsible for the maintenance and protection
of the three National Parks on Statia. These parks
are developed to protect the biodiversity on land
and sea. Their main tasks are the maintenance of the
walking paths and monitoring if people abide the park
regulations or break the rules. They also monitor the
state of nature in the parks. Park rangers patrol the
parks and check if people have paid the fee to enter the
parks. Stenapa is also involved in ecological research
when this is required for the development of new plans.
Stenapa has a lot of interns that come to Statia for their
study to do research. These interns are also involved in
the work in the parks.

The Monument Foundation
The St. Eustatius Monuments Foundation was founded in
1990 for the protection, renovation and reconstruction
of all the cultural goods on the island of St. Eustatius. The
Monument Foundation is being consulted when people
need information about the style of renovation of old
buildings and the construction of new buildings. The
Monument Foundation and the Historical Foundation
have close ties, part of the board overlaps and they
often cooperate together with Secar in the renovation
and reconstruction of historical sites.

Secar
Secar is the Archaeological Institute of the island. It is
involved in the excavation and protection of historical
sites on Statia on land and under water. Secar usually
gets involved when in the developments of plans
archaeological research is necessary. Secar offers
internships and places for volunteers who want to learn
about archaeology and want to help with excavations
and maintenance of archaeological sites. They also offer
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Diving schools
There are two diving schools on Statia, the Golden Rock
Dive Centre and Scubaqua. Because diving is one of the
main tourist attractions the diving schools have a lot of
experience with tourists on Statia. Their knowledge can
be considered as valuable and makes them important
stakeholders in the further development of tourism. The
diving schools have a lot of specific knowledge of the
area. They are well aware of the importance of keeping
the area in good condition and have the expertise to
achieve this. They are in regular contact with Stenapa
who uses their facilities and expertise to check on the
condition of the underwater ecosystem, e.g. coral reefs.
Both diving schools offer discounts on diving courses
to the public of Statia. The diving schools welcome the
idea of the development of tourism, and woukld like to
be more facilitated by the government and the tourism
office in this (Squbaqua, personal communication,
2014).
NuStar
NuStar is the oil company with a transhipment site on
the island. They’re not directly involved with tourism,
but as owner of a big part of the land and being the
biggest employer on the island, they can’t be ignored
when developing new initiatives for use of this land.
Part of the land they own (Signal Hill) is an interesting
walking area with lots of historic relicts. Future choices
e.g. expansion will have a direct influence on the island,
due to its scale and position.
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Appendix 2: Interviewed stakeholders and experts

Interviewee

Remarks

Date of the interview

Arjan Koomen

Head of DLO

17-10-2014

Rob van Leeuwen

Landscape architect involved in Strategic
Development Plan

20-10-2014

Lawrence Walter Jones

Head of Biodiversity and Policy, WUR

2 times in October and
November 2014

Sanda Lenzholzer

Associate professor Landscape architecture, WUR

24-10-2014

Owner of dive shop Squbaqua

-

Multiple times in November
and December 2014

Owner and employees of Golden
Rock dive centre

-

Multiple times in November
and December 2014

Local Statians (7 in total)

From ages 25, 40, 50, 55 and 65

15-11-2014, 20-11-2014, 2111-2014

Martijn Manders

Maritime archaeologist, Unesco

17-11-2014

F.D. Roosevelt Airport employee

-

19-11-2014

Melitza Meduro

Took the minutes during the sustainable tourism
conference in September

21-11-2014

Siem Dijkshoorn

Head of the planning bureau, Sint Eustatius

21-11-2014

Vitens employee

Looks at the (drink)water system at Statia

21-11-2014

Walter Hellebrand

Director of the monument foundation, secretary
of the historical foundation

25-11-2014

Hannah Madden

Park ranger at Stenapa (the organisation that
manages the national parks)

25-11-2014

Jessica Berkel

Responsible for managing the sea turtles at
Zeelandia bay

25-11-2014

Annemarie Groot

Researcher in Policy Science Interactions, Building
with Nature, WUR

January 2015

Pieter Germeraad

External advisor landscape architecture

August 2015

Klaas Metselaar

Soil physicist and crop modeller, WUR

Multiple times in 2015 and
2016
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Appendix 3: Extended calculations
Calculation of the catchment area

Calculation of the sediment traps

When designing with water it is necessary to have an
estimation of the amount of water that is discharged to
this area and runs over the water structure towards the
sea. Therefore an estimation of the catchment area is
made by ArcGis. Statia does not have a proper sewage
system and the roads mainly function as waterways
when it rains. The catchment area is therefore
estimated on the basis of the contour lines, the roads
and the streams, which indicate how the water flows.
Water that falls on the roof is harvested by most houses
into cisterns and therefore does not contribute to the
water discharge in to the Glaes Gut. For convenience
reasons it is assumed that water that falls on green
areas infiltrates mostly in to the soil, since the soil of the
Kultuurvlakte has a good infiltration capacity (Bootsma,
2015; Koomen et al., 2012). It should be noted however
that due to roaming animals and the building of more
houses, the subsurface flow of water increases so that
in the future more water could flow towards the Glaes
Gut instead of infiltrating. Therefore, when estimating
the water that flows towards the Glaes Gut, only the
water that falls on the paved surface, in this case the
roads, is taken into account.

For the estimation of the size of the sediment traps, the
catchment area and dissolved amounts of sediments in
the water need to be known. Because the catchment
area in mainly an urban area, the estimation for the
amount of dissolved sediments is set low at 25 g/litre.
During a shower of 10 mm, 10*25913 = 259130 liter =
0,26 m3 flows towards the Glaes Gut. With an amount
of dissolved sediments of 25 g/liter this means that
0,025*259130 = 6478,25 kg reaches the sediment trap.
Sand has a specific weight of 1590 kg/m3, which means
that the volume of 6478,25 kg sediment is 6478,25/1590
= 3,87 m3. Statia has an average rainfall of 950 en 1305
millimetre regen, with peak showers of 200 mm during
a hurricane. The dimension of the sediment trap can be
determined, based on how often it will be emptied.

The estimated catchment area of the Glaes Gut is drawn
in ArcGis and is 199328 m2. The amount of paved surface
is calculated by drawing a grid on a part of the catchment
area, measuring the percentage of paved surface and
extrapolating this to the entire catchment area. 14% of
the catchment area consists of roads. Thereby a loss of
5 % in the roadside is deducted of the total percentage.
This percentage is very low because there are no gutters
or sewers alongside the road to extract the water from
the road. Secondly the road runs down, which gives the
water too much speed to properly infiltrate. This brings
the reaming surface at 13% of the total catchment area,
which comes down to 0.13*199328 = 25913 m2.
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Calculation of the water basins
The calculation of the content of the water basins of the
Glaes Gut with different wall heights can be seen in the
following table.

Bassin

Surface (m2)

Content: Wall
10cm (m3)

Content: Wall
20cm (m3)

Content: Wall
30cm (m3)

Top basin 0

0

0

0

1

71

7.1

14.2

21.3

2

47

4.7

9.4

14.1

3

47.2

4.72

9.44

14.16

4

36.1

3.61

7.22

10.83

5

44.5

4.45

8.9

13.35

6

39.6

3.96

7.92

11.88

7

44

4.4

8.8

13.2

8

42

4.2

8.4

12.6

9

43.7

4.37

8.74

13.11

10

47

4.7

9.4

14.1

11

38.8

3.88

7.76

11.64

12

48.6

4.86

9.72

14.58

13

41.8

4.18

8.36

12.54

14

48.4

4.84

9.68

14.52

Totaal

639.7

63.97

127.94

191.91
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